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Murray State Upsets Vandy
In Last Second Thrilled
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SlittEET VICTORY ,
MSU downs Vanderbilt 66-65

MICHAEL DANN ./ Ledger & Times
Murray State fans rejoice after beating Vanderbilt in the first round of the NCAA Tournament's West Regional Thursday afternoon. Murray State senior guard
Danero Thomas hrt ouzzer beater that gave the No. 13 seeded Racers an upset win over No 4 Vanderbilt in San Jose, Cailf.

WEATHER

Fans cherish Racers'NCAA win

Tribm

60s
40s

40s.-

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Prase
Friday .Sunny. Highs in the
upper 60s. Southwes1 winds 10
to 15 mph.
Friday night. Mostly clear.
Lows in the upper 40s. South
winds 5 to 10 mph
Saturday...Mostty cloudy. A
40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms jri the afternoon_ Highs in the mid GOs.
South wincis 10 to 15 mph.
Saturday night...Showers
and thunderstorms likely in the
evening. Lows in the 40s.

13y KYSER LOUGH
Statt Writer
he atmosphere in San Jose may
have been jubilant, but Racer
fans in Murray were just as excited to see the Murray State Racer basketball team beat Vanderbilt in the
opening round of the NCAA tournament yesterday.
With the Racers playing their opening
round game on the other side of the
,:ountry, many Racer basketball fans

T

had to resort to watching the game on
television. David Poyner, a 1974 and
1976 MSU graduate, was one of those
fans.
"I've gotten so many calls from
friends all over the country from school
telling me they're wearing MSU colors
today," he said.
Poyner remetnbers the previous and
only Racer win in the NCAA tournament, a 78-75 decision over North
Carolina State in 1988. In his eyes,

while the first win is always special,
this one stands out in his mind.
"What makes this win special is we
didn't have one star player. It was more
of a team effort," Poyner said.
Bob Garland has iived in Murray off
and on since 1974, and all five of his
children have been students at MSU.
He stayed home to watch the game and
said he was confident in the Racer's
chance of a victory, even in the final
minutes when the score was close With
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MCCH helicopter landing pad
named in memory of Taylor
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1:45 left in the game, Vanderbilt center
A.J. Ogilvy missed the second of two
free thrcnvs, leaving Murray with a 6261 lead.
"I thought they were going to win it. I
hate to take pleasure in other people's
misery but when Ogilvy missed the
second free throw, I thought we had an
excellent chance of winning," Garland
said.

KYSEIR LoUGH ./ Ledger & limes
Murray State University Racer fans gathered all around campus Thursday to watch the
Racers upset No. 3 Vanderbilt and rnove on to the second round of the NCAA tournament
for only the second time in the school's history. Pictured above, MSU students and others
gather in the Curris Center to watch the game

Character Counts

FAIRNESS
• Play by the rules
• Take turns and share
• Be open-minded; listen to others
• Don't take advantage of others
• Don't blame others carelessly

Markeung.
Special to the Ledger
The
late
The Murray-Calloway EnDella Tay
dowment for Healthcare has
was described
announced a gift in the amount
as a devotedof $50,000 from Tommy D.,
and extraordi
:
Dan Keith, Dwain, Randy,
nary mothek
Gary, and David Taylor of
grandmother.:
Murray: to name the new heliand
greaticopter-landing pad as part of the
grandmother
current construction project.
Taylor
and was hon-,
The helicopter-landing pad,
ored by thewhich will be located just outside of the new Emergency Murray Ledger 8i Times on;
Mother's Day in 1985
Department, will be named the
"Mother of the Year." She wai
Della Taylor Memorial Helipad,
born in 1906 on a farm IT
in honor of Ms. Della Taylor
Hazel, arid spent her life worV
and the Taylor farnily, according to Melony Bray, MCCH
director of Planning and
MI See Page 2
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II Fans...
From Front
When MS1.1 forward Danero
Ttiomas sunk a 15-footer in the
final second of game play to
put the Racers ahead by one
point, the reactum around town
was instant and loud. Jacob
Young, a junior television and
broadcasting major at MS11
from Evansville. Ind., was at
his ftierid's house when it happened.
"The loom went quiet when
he stu4 the ball and when he
made everyone was lumping
and screaming and hugging
each other. We ran outside with
everyone else and started
yelling and honking our horns."
Young said.
The last-second victory wasn't the first this season. as
Murray State knocked off
Austin Peay 65-63 in the final
four seconds with a shot by
Racer guard lsacc Miles.
"This win was way better
(than thc Peay game)." Young
said
Lauren Kapfharnmer. freshman music business major
from Louisville, agreed.
"'There's been other gamewinning plays like that this
year hut. because of where this
was. it added a whole new
level." she said
Kapfhamrner was one of
many students who happened
to have a class dunng part of
the game. After watching the
first minutes. she went to class
but was able to listen to the
final 15 minutes on her laptop.
"I was sitting on the third
floor lobby of the Fine Arts
building with a bunch of people when it happeted. and all
of a sudden everyone in class
came rushing out into the hallway and started yelling. jumping on couches and running
around the building." she said.
One of those students running

Call
753-1916
to place
an ad in

out of the classmorns was Sarah
Kendall, a sophomore music
education major from Holland.
Ind who was in chamber choir
class. Kendall said her pmfessor allowed them to listen to thc
last part of the game but it cut
out at the very end.
"We didn't know how it

ended until we heard this huge
scream in the lobby so we all
ran out with our Bach scores in
our hands to find out what hap
pened.'' Kendall said.
With the win over Vanderbilt.
the Racers advance to the sec •
ond round of the tournament
and will play Butler on

Saturday As MSt students like
Young. Kapfhamrner and
Kendall head home for spring
break. they all said they'll hc
sure to catch the game Poyner
anti Garland will still be in
Murray. and tuning in to what
they hope will be another mark
in Racer history
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News in Brief

Dr. la
The

Discarded tombstones used as park filler
SOMERSE Ky. AP) A southcentrai Kentucky city IS using
discarded tombstones to fill drainage ditches at a park.
Somerset Mayor Faldie Girdler told the Commonwealth Journal
that the city obtained "excess monument rocks" from a local company and the stones were the ideal size for filling ditches at Rocky
Hollow Park.
The newspaper reports the monuments were rejected .hic re hr.,
ken or damaged gtone.t or erroneous inscriptions
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A Madison County judge erred in the murder trial of Ronald
Crabtree by not allowing the jury to consider a finding of
manglaughter in the death of a 2-vear-old in Richmo
nd.

KYSER LOUGH /

Go Racers!

Led9431

Times

Bill discouraging sex'dng advances
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP
A hill aimed at cracking down on
the problem of teenagers sending nude photos via cell phones or
online has advanced in the Kentucky General Assembly.
The measure easily cleared the Senate Judiciary Committee oti
Thursday
The proposal tries to tackle the problem of seating -- the sharing of sexually explicit photos or videos by cell phone or online
The hill would allow judges to fine niinors 5100 and order them to
perform community service for first-offense sexting.
The committee made some changes to the hill If those revisions
are accepted by the full Senate, the measure would go back
to the
House to consider the changes.

Pictured above, Drew Hursey. a senior Englis
h major from O'F- allon. . waves a pom-p
om at
the beginning of Murray State University's
first round matchup in the NCAA tourn
ament
Thursday Hursey and many other students
were unable to attend the game in San
JoSe,
Calif . but gathered all around campus to watch
the Racers upset No. 3 Vanderbilt and move
1
On to the second round for only the second time
in MSU hi3tory Pictured below, fans in Murra
y
gathered at the Kroger store to watch the
Murray State University Racers win their openi
ng
round game.
Ky. high court uphoids Foley's murder corwicdons
LOUISV11,1.1.. Ky.(AP, --- The Kentucky Supreme Court has
ALICE ROUSE ledqpr A Imes
turned away an appeal by a former FBI informant on death
row
for multiple killings.
The high court rejected two appeals on Thursday from
33-year
old Robert Carl Foley, who was convicted in 1993 of
six killings
in eastern Kentucky.
The court's rulings come five months after the Kentuc
ky
Attorney General's office sought an execution date for Foley
-request stopped when the high court halted executions
while
Kentucky re-enacts its lethal injection protocol.
Foley, on death row for more killings than any other
condemned
inmate. faces execution for killing Rodney and Lynn
Vaughn during a dispute at his Laurel County home and the slaying
s of
Kimberly Dowersock, Lillian Contino. Jerry McMill
en, and Calvin
Reynolds in Madison County.
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Ky. Supreme Court reverses 3 murder convictions
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)
I he Kentucky Supreme Court has
reversed three murder cony I( lions. citing legal errors that might
have tainted the trials.
Th
jusotisceesrecyoenc
rsals came down in decisions released Thursday.
luded that:
A McCracken County judge erred by not allowing the
defense aturrney for Frederick Rennet, Hannah to inform jurors
that Hannah had "no duty to retreat" when he shot a man during
fight in McCracken County.
vid-aiA Jefferson County judge erred hy allowing a jury to use a
transcript of a 911 call during the murder trial of Juan Pelegnn-
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Helipad named in memory...

From Front

Inspector finds hazardous material in weste
rn Ky.
FRANKI.I)R.T.
(
The ownel
,1 v.0.1ciaKetlhic. kN.
metal plating operation has been cited after an inspect
or found 2(1
01 hazardous cheinicals stored at the site
The Kentucky Department of Environmental Protect
ion said
Thursday that I-Bnte owner Richard 0'Hair can
either clean up
the site in McCracken County or the state will do so
and bill him
for the cost.
A state inspector found drums containing copper
cyanide, sodiLIM cyanide and nitric acid in seven storage units
last week and
noted that some of the chemicals had leaked onto
the ground. The
state fire tnarshal's office conducted an invent
ory of the matenals
and an envimnmental contractor separated the non-co
mpatibles for
safety assurances.
I-Brite registered with the state in 2006, but later
withdrew its
hazardous waste registration_

said.
'We arc grateful for the generosity of the Taylor
family in helping support ihe endowment with the Murder case goes to grand
Iury in newborn death
naming of the helipad. This hospital WdS built by
LAGRAN(
Ky. AP) A central Kciitucisy judge has
sent a
the conununity 100 years ago. and it continues to murder charge to a grand jury in the case of a woman
accused of
evolve and gmw to meet the changing healthcare suffix:ating her newborn in a prison restroom
Oldham Distnct Judge Jerry Crosby bound over
needs of our region." commented Keith Bailey,
the case after a ,
heanng Wednesday in LaGrange.
CEO at the hospital.
The
Courier-Journal of I,ouisville reponed a
The first official helicopter landing is expected
Kentucky State
Police detective testified 20-year-old Ashley
to take place on Saturday. March 20. in conjun
Nicole Cox of Corbin!
c- was visiting an inmate at the
Roedeter Correctional Complex near 1
tion with the grand opening of the new 158,000
LaGrange on March 7 when she excused
herself, saying she wassquare foot South Tower expansion. An official n't
feeling well. A nurse later found the infant
in a hag that had
dedication of the Della Taylor Memonal Helipad
4
been sent to the medical wing after the
restroom was cleaned up. •
will be announced at a later date.
KSP Detective Todd hlarwood testified the
infant's mouth was
For more information about naming opportuni- stuffed full of toilet paper and
a medical examiner ruled the child
ties available with the Murray-Calloway suffocated after being born healthy
at 6 pounds. 9 ounces
Endowment for Healthcare. contact Keith Travis.
vice president of Institutional Development at Ky. high court upholds DNA samples
from juveniles
FRANKFORT. Ky.(API — The Kentucky
(270) 762-1908.
Supreme Coun has
upheld a law allowing the state to take DNA
samples from juveniles convicted of some sex offenses.
Trigg County hosts
The ruling issued Thursday turned away
a challenge hmught by '
five unidentified juveniles.
Civil War weekend
The high court ruled that providing a DNA
sample doesn't
undermine a juvenile's rights to confide
CAD11. Ky. (Al',
Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
,a.0
ntiality or the constitution- '
al
right
Civil
War
against
battle re-enactruenis
unreasonable searches and seizures.
Phone (270) 753-1916 • Fax (270) 753-1927
The five juveniles had sued the Department
are being held in western
of Juvenile Justice.
Mon. — Fri. 8:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. &
Sun
saying the law did not require them to
Kentucky's Tngg County this
submit DNA samples for
inclusion in a state and national database
weekend.
after conviction.
Alice ROUSe, Publisher
Under the law. anyone convicted of a felony
The first one is scheduled on
artnoe4cmurraylerigrercom
who was 14-years
old or older at the time of the offense or
(;reg
Editor
Saturday afternoon on Main
editor4ctmitrayledierr corm
convicted of certain ses
offens
es
(:bria %olden. Advertising Mgr.
can
be
Street
compel
Cadiz;
in
led to give a DNA sample.
a second is set
adfdamiirrayleirigetrom
Jill Stephens, Classifieds Myr.
for Sunday afterntxm at West
elassifiedavnturnuilefiger_com
Wild
turteys plentiful this season
Cadiz park.
cirridatirm(amunavledger.com
FRANK/0Ft/.
AP)
The re-enactments represent
Rita
Sidi(' v.ildItte specialists say the
Busineria Mgr.
rInquiraidOnnirrayletiger.com
spring turkey hunting season might
possible scenarios of a brief
be one of the best in a decade.
Steven Dobey, a wild turkey biologist
skirmish between Union and
with the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resour
Confederate troops in 1864.
ces, says the reason is
5iihafaiRliQUIALCI
record reproduction in 2008.
The Kentucky New Era
All subacmaiona payable in advance Horne delivery 6
days it
L
Dobey said in a news release that conser
reports that it is the first Civil
vation officers and
wildlife biologists counted 3.7 turkey
War
battle
re-ena
chicks per hen in 2(8)8, thc
ctment Cadiz
Mailed in Calloway Counts. K1
most ever counted in the state.
mail to rem ra KY.
has hosted since 2003.
mos I 6 mos 1 Year $110
Kentucky's 23-day spring wild turkey season
Marshall couniiiie Mo.
$1411
begins Apnl 17
NO L$
1
1]
6
Aii other mail eub.rriptiort. SM.
and closes May 9. The youth-only weeken
d, for hunters under age
16. is April 3 and 4.
For
holdwilwv1 Moods) ihinuich Seiuniav even aftamonn.
The fish and wildlife department says there
at, apt Sundai.,
are about 220.000 wild
loll S. I Awn Da). Thankagiving Ihiy. Christina. Oa) and
Best
New Year, Day Perndii
turkeys in Kentucky and some 90,(88) people hunt
powtage paid ai Murray.
turkeys in the state
POSTM ASTI li Semi addreea rhangre in Till- MURR
1)
mg to care for her fartuly, her church and her
friends Ms. Taylor also volunteered every
Monday at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
more than 25 years. She was married to the late
John Tom Taylor who operated Taylor Motors
,
where Ms. Taylor also spent much of her time
working alongside her husband. keeping books
and as a parts clerk. The Taylor family chose
to
support the healthcare needs of our region.
and
honor Ms. Della Taylor with the naming of
the
helicopter-landing pad. she noted
"The new landing pad will provide patients and
caregivers an improved transport route. increasing
safety and decreasing the time required to transfer
patients. Currently, helicopter transports must
travel to Murray's State Stewart Stadium parking
ai-ea. requiring multiple transports to take patients
to and from the emergency department," Bray
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2 arrested in home invasion
RIC I i MON I ).
I AP
R 1. hinond police have made two
arrests in a violent home invasion because
the victim said she recognized the intruders as her former students
WKYT-TV in Lexington reixnted the arrests
of I8-year-old
Dejean 'D.J• Cannedy and a 16-year-old boy
about four hours
after Marsha Perkins was confronted by a man
with a gun in het
home Wednesday morning.
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Obituaries
Dr. James R. Ammons
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(he funeral for Dr Jac R. Ammon
s will be Saturday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev.
Rick Miller will officiate. Bunal will follow
in the
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be from
10
a.m. until the funeral hour on Saturday.
Ammon
Dr.
s, 78, Murray. died Thuriday. March
18, 2010. at Spring Creek Health Care.. Murray
.
Ile was owner and operator of his private
medical paactice in
Murray from 1959 until 1978 and he then
practiced in Tennesace
from 1978 until his retirement in 19S5 An
Army veteran. he was a
member of Fara 'rifted Metluxlist Church
, Murray.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Lois Fredin
Ammons,one
um. James Scott Ammons,and one %later,
Margaret Sue Porter Born
Dec. 9. 1931. in Warren. Ark.. he was the son of
the late Jim and
DuEthyl Weir Ammons
Survivors include (me (laughter. Stacey 'Trotte
r and huaband,
Bobby. Billings. Mont.. one son. Jeff Ammon
s and wife, Tina,
Murray; two grandchildren, AIlyaon and Jake
Trotter, both of
Billings.

Mrs. Mildred Geurin
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Congress pushes toward Sunday vote on health ref
orm,

'Mc I um.ra I tor Mr, Mildred Geurin will be
today (Fnday) at 1
m at Elm Grove Baptist Church. Rev. Thurrnon
Harris will officiate Pallbearers will he David Geurin, Billy
Outland, Joe Young. Dan Poyner and &Idle Clyde
Hale Burial will follow in the Elm Grove
Cemetery. Visitation was from 6 to 8 p.m. Thursd
ay
at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
and
will be sifter noon mday (Friday) at the church
.
( mime condolences may be made at www.yo
rkf uneralh(sme_com.
Mrs. Griffin, 97. Harrodsburg, formerly of
Murray, died Tuesday. March 16. 2(110, at
11:15
p.m. at Harnxishurg Health Care. Harrodsburg.
GourIn
She
was a member of Bethel Baptist Church
in
Harrodsburg and had been mernber of Elm Grove
Baptist Church
in Calloway County for over 50 years.
A homemaker. she had been employed in Focal Servic
es at the
former Faxon Elementary School and assisted her
husband with the
family farrn.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Rudolp
h Geurin, to
whom she was married (kt. 31, 1931; one son,
Rev. Jack Geurin;
her parenta. Walter and L01/17.8 Ann Sellars Tucker
; %ix sisters,
Audrey Andrews. Mamie Dyer. Lois Outland. Reale
Tucker, Olene
Tucker and Evelyn Alexander. She was born
Jan. 7, 1913. in
Calloway County.
Survivors include her daughter-in-law,
Mary Geurin.
Harrcidshurg; three grandchildren. David Geunn
and wife, Lori,
Bolivar, Mo., Jackie Bishop and husband, Jeremiah.
Louisville, and
Jeri Steil. and husband, Mark. Union. S.C.; sister-in-law,
Mary Belle
Brantley. Murray; several nieces arid nephewa.

WASHINGTON (AP) last
year.
Markey cited hope will reassure rank-and-fi
le enough votes to win this week:
Slowly but steadily, support is improved deficit
cuts. Gordon House members that they won't
building
end's climactic vote.
behind Preaident said his backing was unrelat
ed he left hanging out to dry.
Barack Obarna's health care leg- to a new proviai
The Maryland Ikm(x:rat said
on sending highBut a climate of uncertainty on CBS's
islation in the Douse. the result er
'The F,arly Show" he.
Medicaid paymenta to remained the domina
nt dynamic believes House members "are.
of intense labbying and politi- Tennettsee
howital% that treat as the climactic vote
drew near. going to conclude by Sunday.'
cally targeted changes aimed at large number
s of uninaured
Howie Majority Leader Steny that Oita is a
reavairing waverers and win
HI that does what',
A% rum(ira flew around the !toyer acknow
ledged Friday we said it was going to do."
ning over critita.
Howie chamber of more pow
that
the
leader
ship
%till lacks
Obama himself wa% to talk up hle opponents-turned-a
upponer
the %weeping overhaul in a midand Ulm of previous "s
day weech Fnday in Virginia. voters who
might withdraw then
his fourth outaide-the-Beltway support
Pelosi worked hcr
event in two week HS he scram- inembera, kekin
g out lawmak
bles to rally the public ahead of ers individually
or in small
a climactic vote this weekend.
groups on the House floor to try
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`Cornhusker s kickback'
gets boot out of health bill

Fess Parker, TV's 'Daniel Boone,' dies at 85

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Arnold Schwaraenegger in a this American icon
has remained Left Field" 11953), "Them!",
Fess Parker. a televison icon to a statement. "As
a talented actor with me all these years. as it has
(1954). "The Great Locomotive.'
generation of youngsters as and auccessful
businessman, he for his millions of fans around
Chase" 11956), "Westward HO,:
Davy Crockett and later Daniel was an inspira
tional Californian the world. Fess is truly a Disney
the Wagons!" (1956). "Old
Boone. has died at the age of 85 whose contrib
utions to our state Legend, as is the heroic characYeller" 11957)and "The Light iri
of natural causes.
will be remembered forever."
ter he ponrayed, and while he the Forest"(1958 1.
Parker, who was also a major
Former first lady Nancy will certainly be
misaed, he will
California winemaker and Reagan said
Several of Parker's films..
Parker was "a long- never be forgotten."
including
developer. died Thursday at hia time friend
"The
Great
to Ronnie and me ...
Parker's career leveled off Locomotive Chase
Santa Ynea Valley home, family He will be greatly
" and "Oldmissed."
when
the
Crocke
tt
craze died Yeller." came fmm the Disney..
spokeswoman Sao Anaah said.
'The first installment of down, but he niade a TV
come- studio.
His death came on the 84th "Davy Crockett."
with Buddy back frotn 1964- 1970 in the title
birthday of his wife of 50 years, Ebsen as Crocke
It was Parker's scene as the,'
tt's
sideki
ck. role of the TV adventure series pilot who
Dr. Robert L Canton
Marcella.
claimed his plane wasr
debuted in December 1954 as "Daniel Boone
" - also based buzzed by giant flying ants
A graveside service with military rites for Dr. Robert
Anash said Parker was coher- part of the "Disne
in.,
L. Carlton
yland'. TV on a real-life American fronwill he Saturday at 11 a.m. tit Murray Memori Garden
the horror classic 'Them!" that
al
s. John Dale ent and speaking with family show.
tiersm
.
an.
Actor-singer Ed AIMS, caught the attention
will officiate. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
of Walt_
The first three television formerly of the Ames
in just minutes before his death.
1Mh. charge of arrangements.
Brothers. Disney when he was looking for
Funeral arrangements will be episodts were
turned into a the- played Boone's Indian friend.
a
Dr. Carlton, 91. died Saturday, March 13, 2010, at announced later.
"Davy Crockett" star. He
atrical film. "Davy Crockett, Mingo.
Willow Brook Christian Horne. Columbus,
chose Parker over another '
The 6-foot. 6-inch Parker King of the Wild
Ohio.
Frontie
r,"
in
After
"Danie
l Boone." Parker 'Them!" actor, James Arness
.
Boni June I, a 918. in Murray, hc was the son
Of dal. was quickly embraced by lat5Os 1955.
largely rettaed from show busi- who became a TV
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.
4
4
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State University. and his MA in 195(1 and Ph.D. in
Parker got into real estate v.ith.;
1953 from ()hi() ()canners gripped hy the where the real-life Crockett died years." Parker
told
State University.
The his wife, Marcella. whom he had ;
Crockett craze scooped up Davy in 1836U age
49.
But
spurre
d
Aasoc. iated Press in 2001. "It married in 1960.
A retired licensed clinical psychologist, he was
employed by lunch boxes, toy Old Beta), by popular demand. Disney wit.; time to leave
Hollywood. I
Children's Mental Health Center in Columbus, Ohio.
He bought and aold property.
where he rifles. buckskin ahirta and trade- bmught back the Cmckett charame along at a tinie when Int built hotels (inclu
served as a cuff psychologist from 1952-55; chief
ding the elepsychologist from m& fur caps. "The Ballad of acter for some episodes in the atartin
g out with Gary Cooper, gant Fess Parker's
1955 to 63) and associate director fmm 1963 to 82.
Wine:
He maintained Davy Crockett" ("Born cal a 1955-56 season. including John Wayne.
Stelling Hayden Country Inn & Spa in Los
a private practice during this period and for several
:
.
years following mountaintop in Tennessee..."Y "Davy Crockett's Keelboat and Gregor
y Peck."
his retiretnent. He also served as a clinical assistant
Olivos and Fess Parker'si
professor with was a No. I hit for singer Bill Race."
"Who
needed
a
guy
runnin
the Department of Psychology from 1962 to 71
g
Doubletree
Resort
Santai
at Ohio State Hayes while Parker's own ver"Like many kids grewing up around in a coonsk
in cap?" he Barbara) and grew wine grapeaj
University.
sion reached No. 5.
in the '50s. Davy Crockett was said.
Dr. Carlton was a World War II USAF pilot from
on a 2,200-acre vineyard ()rim
"Fess Parker has been a role my first hero. and
1942-46, FTO
I had the
Parker had made his motion California's Centra
and retired from the United States Air Force Reserve
l Coast
in 78 with the model and idol of mine since I coonskin cap to prove it," said picture debut
in "Springfield where he was clubbed King o4
iank of lieutenant colonel.
first saw him on the big screen Disney CEO Bob
Igen
"Fess
Rifle"
in
1952.
His
other
movies
Survivors int lude his wife, Frances Stater Carlton;
the Wine Frontier and coonskirt4
two sons, - he is a true Hollywood leg- Parker's unforgettable, exciting included "No
Room for the caps enjoyed brisk sales.
.4
Glenn Carlton and wife, Sharon. and Keith Carlto
•
n and wife. end." said California Gov. and admirable perforrnance as Groom"(1952)
, "The Kid From
Melanie; one brother, Edward Carlton anti wife. Maryan
ne, four
grandchildren,(had, Lisa. Robert and Leah Carlto
n; three greatgrandchildren. Todd. Ryan and Kelsey Carlton; three
stepgrandchildren. Jennifer Norman and David and Douglas Baer,
several nieces
GALLATIN, Tenn (AP) -- released Thursday shows
anti nephews.
one of
On his Web site Cotton
Officers don't know how the::
The man who staged a St. the suspects leaning out
of the describe% himself as "always two men
Patnck's Day bank robbery in a passenger windo
were acquainted,:
w of the get- looking for a new adventure."
police Lt. Kate Novitsky said. a
leprechaun costume and died away car and finng several
shots
A YouTube video allows
Bob Skipper, director ofl
during a police ahootout also at police on the street
of a subdi- Cotton goofing around with a Wester
n Kentucky University.
held up a bank three days before vision.
device he claims to have invent- media relations, confir
Christmas in a Santa suit, police
med that:
At least one round strikes the ed to measure whether
someone Skinner was a junior majonng
said Thursday'.
fmnt of the car, kicking up a is putting out good ar bad
vibes. meteorology at the college MI
LONIX)N (AP) - - A man Caindott park and then
Investigators in the Nashville shower of metal
stabbed
arid glass. He repeatedly points the device Bowlin
who used his dog to attack a the boy six times.
g Green. Ky., about 80:
suburb of Gallatin said informa- Police said the shots
disabled the at himself and gets a "bad vibe" miles
teenager whom he then stabbed
north of Nashville.
Prosecutor Brian Altman told tion from the FBI linked David vehicle, and the video shows a readin
g.
to death is facing sentencing in a jurors that Tyson and
another Christopher Cotton. 20, of string of other police cars giving
London court.
dog "were deployed
as Brentwood to the December chase.
Chrisdian Johnson was con- weapons" in the April attack.
mbbery.
Police said the two ditched
victed after police used analysis
FBI Supervisor Special their vehicle and
The case used a new techran into a field
of DNA from his dog, Tyson. to nique for analyzing canine
DNA Agent Scott Augenbaum told near a subdivision where they
pmve the animal's blood was at with greater accuracy.
The
Associ
ated Press that inves- died.
Johnson
1tivettlit`iits Sinst• 1854
the crime scene and on was convicted Thursd
ay of tigators found a Santa suit at
A friend of Cotton's family,
Johnson's clothes. Prosecutors Ogunyemi's murder
and the Cotton's home. and that the sus- Rose Horton. said his parents
say Johnson set the Staffordshire attempted murder
of another pect made similar comments are gneving and requested pnDo* Jone‘
tivit...10780.38 t 41,
Hopi eitl Bank'
terrier-bull mastiff cross on 16- teen. He will be senten
11.12 It 11.40 4
vacy. The recording on the
ced dunng both robberies.
Pmduc
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year-old Seyi Ogunyemi in a Friday.
1 B %1
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Appir
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"They loved their son as
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also was killed. Police said they much as any
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parents love their
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think Cotton shot himself to children," she said.
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Briggs stratton
"They are
19.49death as officers surrounded the thankful that no bystan
Merck
411.41 - 0.04
ders were
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two in a field after a car and foot hurt and they
Microcort
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60.02 + 0.26
chase.
JERUSALEM(AP)-A poll a wider margin if elections
lences to the family of the other
were
J.C. Penney -..31.38 + 0.23
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Corp 74.86 + 0.10
Patrol car video of the chase man."
released today shows that held today.
Pepsicn. Inc......---- 66.93 + 0.41
Datinler
47.05.0.1t,
Israelis overwhelmingly have a
All three polls showed a
Pflzer. Inc
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impression
Dean oods
of majority of Israelis supported
17.20 • 0.03
15.87 + 0.13
President
Barack
Obama. continued construction
Regions Financial
7.53 + 0.113
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in
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Ford Motor
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Jerusalem construction.
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Claxosmith Mine ADR ....38.59 - 0.63
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Between a total of three polls ranged from 48 pen:ent in one
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PHOENIX (AP)
The since early 2(X)8.
Goaarail
released Friday, Israelis sent poll to 70 percent in another
71.1/1. 0.94
WellPoInt lac
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Maricopa County Sheriff's
.
Dunng the sweeps, deputies Goodyear
mixed signals about their own
11 at - 001
Some Israelis have misgiv- Office in Arizona has launched a
nal-Mar
t
%.011
•a aa
flooti an area of a city -- in
leader. Thirty-six percent of ings about (Mama. who is
mil- two-day, countywide cnme and some cases heavily
Latino areas
those questioned for one jaoll er to Israel than hi% immedi
ate immigration sweep that authori- --- to seek out traffic
violators
!fraught
Prime
Minister predecessors and has made a big ties say will focus tm drop
hous- and arrest other alleged 'awBenjamin Netanyahu was best effort to reach out to the Musli
m es. drug violators and human breakers.
suited to lead Israel, versus 26 world But a Dialog survey
Financial Consultants 11.-R)
of smuggling vehicles.
Critics say Arpaio's deputies
percent for his closest chal- 499 people on Wednesday
Ron Arant 1 Heath Scott
and
Four hundred deputies and have racially profile
d
Hispan
ics.
lenger. opposition leader Tzipi Thursday showed that seven
Court Square 1 Murray, KY 42071
out volunteer posse members are The sheriff says
deputies
270 753 3366 1 800 444-1854
Livni. But another poll showed of 10 Israelis share a favora
ble taking part in the patrols. The appmach people only when
they
Livni's Kadima Party would view. The poll had a margin
of sweep. which began Thursday, have probable cause to
believe
overtake Netanyahu's Likud by ermr of 4.3 percentage points
is Sheriff Joe Arpaio's 14th people have committed
crimes. lard Lao% mutat maks Ps *eh trap.,tratarsai 401111cral raotaska
addle

Paid Obituary

•
Leprechaun holdup suspect lin
ked to Santa Claus rob

bery

Dog DNA convicts man
who used pet as weapon
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Obama popular among
Israelis, Netanyahu not

Sheriff launches broad
illegal immigration sweep
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Benefit Chili Supper planned
Saturday for Alyssa Stev%art

Coen/ rieeminders

A benefit chili supper and silent auction
for Alyssa Stewart. 2-year-old daughter of
Haley Phillips Stewart and granddaughter of
Mitch and Dianna Harrison Phillips will be
Saturday from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Marshall County High School Cafeteria. The
auction will end at 6 p.m.
My ssa was diagnosed with ehlers danlos
syndrome III at Nanderbilt University
Hospital New 1 ear's eve after emergency
Jo's
surgery' for a ruptured small intestines. She
Datebook also has symptoms of vascular ehlers danlos.
By Jo Burkeen Both are very rare in children. T he
pediatric
Community
specialist for Eds is at the Mayo Clinic in
Editor
Rochester, Minn.. where she needs more testing for the best course of treatment_
The publk is invited to attend. Donation.s can be made
at the
CFSB Bank.

I

'Grandparents Raising Grandchildren'to meet

The Murray Family Resource Youth Service Cente
r and
Calloway County Family Resource Center will
hold a meeting for
Grandparents Raising Grandchildren on Mond
ay from noon to 1
p.m. at the Murray Board of Education, 208 South
13th St., Murray.
All interested parties are welcome to attend.

Lodge 728 will meet

Woodmen of World Lodge 728 will have a called
business meeting Monday at 9:30 a.m. at the Harmon Hall.
This will be to appoint
and discuss the expense for someone to prepar
e the scrapbook for h
Internet. All members are encouraged to attend
.

Alpha Department to meet

Alpha Department ot the Murray Woman's
Club will meet
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway Count
y Public Library with
Lisa Kim anti Effie Kemp to present the
program and Marlene
Beach. Donna Herndon and Janet Dees
as hostesses.

Shrine Bingo planned Friday

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at
6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The
public is invited.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers' Unanimous, a taith based addict
ions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastw
ood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more
inforrnation or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

New Beginnings will meet Saturday

New Beginnings Suppon Group will meet
Saturday' at 6:30 p.m.
at Vvrestside Baptist Church. A movie, "No
Greater Love," will be
shown at 7 p.m. A potluck meal will be serve
d, Chjildcare will be
provided by Justin and Nicole Burcham. The
public is invited. For
information or a ride call Ron or Linda Wrigh
t at 753-0156.

MHS Basketball Banquet changed

The Murray High School Basketball Banqu
et has been changed
to Sunday. April 18 at 1 p.m. at the Murra
y Room of the Murray
State University Regional Special Event
s Center. Tigers, Lady
Tigers, cheerleaders and the dance team will
be recognized. Tickets
are on sale for $13 each at the MHS office
and the deadline for purchasing tickets is Thursday, April 1. No ticket
s will be sold at the
door. For more information contact Monic
a Evans at Murray High
School at 753-5202.

Art Guild exhibit
Murray Art Guild's 22nd annual juried
competition. Visual
Evidence, is now on exhibit at the Miller Confe
rence Center at 201
South 4th St., Murray. The exhibit which
features the work of :
regional contemporary artists is open to the
public during business
hours. Monday though Friday at no charg
e. Visual Evidence runs
through March 26. For more information
contact the Guild at 7534059 or e-mail murrayartguild.org.

Abuse Prevention group Friday

Calloway County Alliance for Substance
Abuse Prevention
Coalition will meet Friday from 1 to 2 p.m.
at the Calloway County
Board of Education. The public is welco
me and encouraged to
attend.

11-111411: ja.burkeeattmurrayledger.com

Announcemen/

The following are reminders of events sched
uled this week-end
that were recently published in the Murray Ledge
r & Times:
Delisa Peoples,(laughter of the late Maurice Wyatt
and Dorothy
Wyatt of Hazel, and Edward Deming,son of
Chit aad June Deming
of Nichols. N.Y., will be married Saturday,
March 20, 2010. at 1
p.m. at University Church of Christ, Murray.
Erin Leigh Carter, granddaughter of John and
Sandy Carter of
Lawrenceburg, and Jonathan Mkhael Young,
son of Rev. Darrell
and Shad Young of Murray, will be married
Saturday. March 20,
2010, at 2 p.m. at Calvary Temple Church,
Murray. All relatives
and friends are invited.
Trista DeShea Fraticx, daughter of Renee Fralic
x arid the late
Nelson Fralicx of Benton, and Derrick Chris
topher Lovett, son of
Carl and Linda Lovett of Benton. will be
marned Saturday, March
20, 2010, at 5 p.m. at Olive Baptist Church,
Benton. All relatives
and friends are invited
Anna Elizabeth Williams, daughter of Terry and
Beth Williams
of South Fulton, Tenn., and James Chase Walla
ce, son of Gary and
Vicki Wallace of tylurray, will be married Satur
day, March 20. 2010,
at Westside Baptist Church, Murray. The music
will start at 6 p.m.
and the ceremony will begin at 6:30 p.m. A recept
ion will follow at
the Murray Cotuury Club. All relatives and
friends are invited to
attend the wedding and the reception.

the Ledger
SV-;:yI toState
University,
Associate
Professor
in
Journalism
and
Mass
.Cominunications, Dr. Debbie
Owens, has been invited to join
the Educational Tesung Services
tETS) Visiting Scholar program
this summer in Princeton, N.J.
This year, 29 national and international faculty scholars will
participate in the program.
Faculty members will be
paired with ETS personnel
based on their resParch interests
and expertise. Owens research
areas include mass media, culture. gender and race, media
uses and gratifications; and
social construction and media.
Owens joined the MSU faculty
in 2002 and is currently the
Internship Coordinator for the
JMC department.
Each summer. visiting scholars from underrepresented

groups spend four weeks at the
ETS campus studying issues of
test design and learning to
develop test questions and related materials for a variety of
assessment
programs.
Participants may also work on
educational measurement and
policy issues related to assessment equity and attend seminars
on fairness in testing, from
question conception through test
administration and research.
After scholars return to their
institutions, they may continue
to serve as links between ETS
and the academic conununity by
contributing test questions,
reviewing test content, serving
on committees and collaborating on projects.
For more information about
the ETS Visiting Scholars
Program, access ETS's website
at
thc
following
link:
http://www.ets.org.

Murray Shrine Club
receives donation

Freddie and Jodi Stone ot
Hazel are the parents of a
daughter, lsabell JoAnn Stone.
bom on Tuesday, Aug. 11, 2009,
at
Vanderbilt
Hospital.
Nashville, Tenn.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 1
ounce and measured 18 1/2
inches. A brother is Cotten and a
sister is Kaylee.
Grandparens are Joe and
Cheryl Manning and Lavelle
Stone of Murray and the late Joe
Pat Stone.
A
great-grandmother
Robbie Brittian.
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Menus tor the lunchrooms of the Murray City
Schools and
Calloway County Schools for the week of March
22-26 have
been released by Mallory Cathey, Murray direct
or, and Pat
Lane, Calloway director. Menus. subject to occas
ional changes,
based on availability of food, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Murray PreschooVtlead Start - Breakfast (Fruit and milk
served daily) - Monday - cereal, Tuesday bacon scramble.
Wednesday - cereal, Thursday - chicken
biscuit; Friday cereal. Lunch - (fruit and milk served daily) Mond
club wiap, green peas, Tuesday - ham & chees ay - turkey
Wednesday - chicken tetrazini, green beans e sub. corn:
• Thursday ...heeseborger, baked beans, Friday chees
eburger bitz basket
Murray Eiementary - Breakfast - (Fruit
and milk served
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs. Tuesday
Wednesday - French toast slix. Thursday - biscuit & gravy;
Friday - Poptarts Lunch - (cooked & fresh - sausage biscuit:
vegetables, canned
& fresh fruit. iowfat milk served daily); Mondaycheeseburger/bun,
grilled chicken sandwich: Tuesday - steak
salad. Wednesday - stuffed ciust sausage nuggetskoll. tuna
pizza, fish sandwich. Thursday - mini corn dogs. turkey/che
day - pepperoni pizza. peanut butter & jellyese sandwich: Frisandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice
daily) Monday - biscuit & gravy . Tuesday and milk served
Wednesday - waffle stix. Thursday - chick- sausage biscuit.
- braakfast bagel Lunch - (cookedlresh vegeta en biscuit: Friday
bles. canned/fresh
fruit. lowfal milk served daily) Monday
- ravioli
chicken sandwich• Tuesday - corn dog. chef . hot & spicy
salad: Wednesday - Domino's pizza. peanut butter &
jelly
day - Salispury steak, roil. chicken patty, sandwich. ThursFriday - cheese
burger w/bun. ribette sandwich.
High - Breakfast (toast, cinnamon toast, cereal
, juice served
daily) Monday - Danish tassorted fruit).
scramble, Wednesday - pancakes. Thurs Tuesday - bacon
day - bacon biscuit:
Friday - cinnamon roll. Lunch - Icookeo
canned/fresh fruit, lowtat milk served dailyi fresh vegetables,
club wrap, corn dog. Tuesday - taco bat, Monday - turkey
stuff crust pizza:
Wednesday - chicken tetrazini, hot ham
& cheese sub, Thursday - Dornino's pizza, tomato stuffed wthic
ken salad. Friday
- cheeseburger Bitz basket, fish & chip basket
.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour Snack Monday nacho chips, salsa, milk. Tuesday - chees
e, crackers, Wednesday - poptart, milk: Thursday - 1/w grilled
milk, Friday - cereal. graham crackers, milk.. cheese sandwich.
Breakfast - MonThe Murray Shrine Club has received a donation
of $2,000 from day - cereal, cinr,amon toast. juice, miik; Tuesday - biscuit
the Ladies of the Lakeland Nile Club for
Health Express lists stops
the renovation of the w/sausage gravy, juice, milk, Wednesday - scrambled eggs.
Toddler Play area at the Lexington Shriner's
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Healt
Hospital for Children. ham, toast, juice, milk, Thursday - cheese toast, baked apples,
h Express will cffer
milk, Friday - cereal. poptart, juice. milk.
The members of the Lakeland Club operate the conce
blood pressure checks, pulse, and blood
Lunch - Monday ssion stand chicken
sugar screenings on Friday at the
nuggets, creamed potatoes, peaches,
Murray Shrine Club Bingo held on Friday eveni
from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Office Depot, Murra
ngs.
y.
day - cheese pizza. whole kernel corn, tosse roll, milk: TuesThe club also appreciates the club for purchasing
d salad w/dressfood from the ing, milk, Wednesda
club to fund their project for the hospital.
y - chicken fajita.
tomato, miik, Thursday - taco burger, pinto beans, lettuce,
potato wedges, peach0
es. milk Friday - cheese pizza. whole
kernel corn. mixed
fruit. milk
Eleme
ntaries. Snacks - Monday - chees
, Theatres
Tuesday - cereal, milk, Wednesday - 1/2e. crackers, milk;
1008 Chestnut St,.
jelly
sandwich, rnflk; Thursday - nacho chips,peanut butter &
.- NO CHECKS
cheese sauce.
milk. Friday - apple, graham crackers.
milk
SCHEDULE.GOOD THRU MARCH r.
al. toast. fresh fruit. fruit Juice and milk offereBreakfast (cere.
Showtimes Beforc- 6 p m
d daily) - Monday - sausage biscuit: Tuesday - Prench
Sat 6 Sun. Only
•
toast sticks w/syrup,
mcioniesiomurray core
Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy. Thurs
day - waffle sticks
w.,,syrup, Friday - breakfas; pizza
Diary Of A Wimpy Kid
Lunch (assorted vegetables, fresh fruit, chef salads and milk
offered
PG - 1. :',7, - ,i'lii - 6:55 . 9.0C
w/crackers, hot ham & cheese sandwich,daily) Monday
peanut butter
& jelly sandwich, Tuesday - pizza. BBO
Repo Men
sandwich, grilled
chees
e
sandw
ich,
Wednesday - chicken nugge
R - 1:10 - 3:35 - 7:30 - 9:50
to cheese sandwich, yogurt & animal crackets wIroll. pimenrs; Thursday Green Zone
Super nachos, BBQ grilled chicken sandwich,
peanu
jelly
sandwich; Friday - sliced turkey w/roll. hambu t butter &
R - 1.30 - 3.55 - 7:25 - 9:45
rger grilled
cheese sandwich.
Alice In Wonderland 3D
Middle - Breakfast (cereal. toast, cinnamon
toast. yogurt,
fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk offered daily)
PG - 1:00 - 3:25 - 6:50- 9:15
fast pizza. Tuesday - bacon & pancakes Monday - breakShowtimes Before 6 p.m.
day - sausage biscuit. Thursday - biscui wisyrup; Wednest
Friday - steak. biscuit. Lunch - (asserted w/sausage gravy.
Sat. & Sun. Only .
vegetables, fresh
fruit, chef salads and milk offered
daily) Monday - chili
The Bounty Hunter
w/cheese. Chuckwagon sandwich. subma
nne sandwich: Tuesday - vegetable soup wigrilled cheese,
PG13 -1:40 - 4.00 • 7:10 - 9.i
turkey & cheese sandwich: Wednesday - BB() nbette w/roll,
ter & jelly sandwich. Thursday - chickhamburger. peanut butShutter Island
en nuggets w/roll. fish
sandw
ich. turkey & cheese sandwich;
R - 3:40 - 9:20
tic toast, corn dog. ham & cheese Friday - spaghetti w/garsandwich.
High - Breakfast (toast. cereal. juice
Cop Out
served daily) Monday
sausa
ge
biscuit. Tuesday - breakfast
Pholo provided
ALPHA MEETING: Calloway County Clerk
R - 1:25 - 7:05
bacon & egg biscuit Thursday - biscuit pizza: Wednesday Ray Coursey. seated, spoke on "Voting
in day
Calloway County" at the February meeti
She's Out Of My League
- pancake & sausage on a stick w/syrup w/sausage gravy, Fring of the Alpha Department of the Murray
LunchWoman s vegetables, canne
Club HostesSes were, frOm left. Dottie Lyons
d/fresh fruit, lowfat milk served(cooked/fresh
, Kathy Jo Stubblefield and Wanda Johnson
R - 1:15 - 3:30 - 7:15 - 9.31,
daily) Monday
chill
chees
The
e
next
cnspit
meeti
o.
ng
gnlled
of
the
depar
chick
tment will be Saturday at 9 30 a.m. at the
....OOOOOOOO.
......,
- tasagna wrTexas toast. grilled ham en sandwich, Tuesday
Callo
way
Count
y
Publi
c
Libra
ry with Lisa Kim and Effie Kemp to preSe
& cheese sandwich.
• Program Information Gall 753-3311 •
.
nt the program and Marlene Beach. Wednesday - super nachos, peanut
. Donna Herndon and Janet
butter & jelly sandwich,
Dees as hostesses
Thursday - BBO sandwich, grilled chees
e sandwich; Friday chicken nuggets wiroll, hamburger.

.„

Wi

Isabell JoAnn Stone

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Myron Gidtimore of Purye
ar. Tenn.. will
be honored at a reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding
anniversary' on Saturday, March 20, 2010,
from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Puryear United Methodist Church Christian
Life Center, 114 W.
Chestnut, Puryear, Tenn. The children are
hosting the event and
request that guests not bring gifts. All relatives
and fnends are invit-

Owens invited to
Princeton for
ETS Visiting
Scholar Program

\
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ADVENTISTS

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 9:00 a.m.
Sat%lion:
Sat 10 15 a m

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE

200pm.
HARVEST LAND
l'HAPEL UNITED
200pm
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Sum! .
nool
0)00 a ni
saiurday Celebration Sen ice 7 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Morning Worship
11 00 m
Wednesday Spirituel Tinning 7 p
10-50 ern
ANGLICAN
Wednesday Youth Senior 6 30 p m
Eveningg Worahip
Wed
Praise
Worship & Altar o p na
6:00 p m
gr. MAX Es ANGLICAN Clil:KC'H
rouNr HOREB FltEEWILL BAPTIST
1214 4,1..
11 ighway. Benton KY 420).5
SHILOH FliLL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
PALESTENF. UNITED
Sunday School
z70-52744002
9 30 a ni
Fhur..day Night
7
Sunday School
p ro
Service
10 00 a rn
Worship
10 00
11 00 a.rn
--1 uriday Morning
10
00
a
m
Worahip
!).-,
0.•
t tt. Po,I 2- 2 1.4+9
It
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Sunday Esening
7 110 p m
Morning Worship
11:00 a m.
You
will
APOSTOLIC
rarel
y
regret leaving a fair
UNTTY OF FAIT/I FELLOWSHIP
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNFLED
Evening Worship
6:00 p m
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOW skilP
sundry
Worship
and generous tip to someone for a
p rn
9 30 a m
NORTHSIDE
Sunday
10 00 8 M
Wednesday
Morning Worship
Sunday
7
m
p
School
10,00 a.rn.
11 00 a m
Tuesday
task done well. But if you give
6 45 p ni
Evening Worship
W'ed
6:00
Night
p
Bible Study
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Thursday
7 00 p.m
6 4.5 p m
someone a small tip or no tip at all,
Bible School
NEW PROVIDENCE
9-30 a m
School
Arorsilu
you
p
10.00 a.m
ASSEMBLIES OF SOD Sunday
11:30a
may
SOUTI
m &7pm
feel bad about it afterI PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 pin
Wed Bible Study
HOPE HARBOR CHLIt( fi
Sunday. School
7pm
wards. Giving a good tip makes the
9 45 a ni
Friday Worship
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 a m
OAK GROVE
7pm
Morning Worship
10 45 a
Sunda) Evening Worship 600 p m
person who served you feel appreSunday School
10 a.m
HARMO
NY BIENNONITE CHOWN
Wednesday Bible Study
Worsh ip
7 00 p m
11 a.m & 7 pin
ciated. Irt some settings, such as
I 2 rn3t,
TEMPLE HILL UNTT'ED
lynn
OWENS CHAPEL
-unday
School
Sunday School
resta
10 U0 a m
urants, the server may actually
900 a in
BAPTIST
Sunday School
Worship
10.00 a.m
Preaching
10 45 a m
1000am
BLOOD RIVER
Preaching
depend on tips as part of their
Evening Servace
11 -00• m
7 30 p m
Morning Worship
1100am
PrtlyPf SerV1CC
income. Not only does tipping make the
5:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
receiver feel
Church
600pm
6:00 p m.
HIGHER PRAISE
WAYMEN C'HAPEI. AME CHURCH
good, it makes the giver feel like they
CHERRY COR.NER
have done the
POPLAR SPRING
WORSHIP CENTER
Sunday Sc-1
10 00 m
right
thing
Sunday School
Sunday
.
H-auce
School
The
and
Worslup
Bible
1030 m
tells us that God will always make
10 a m
10 a.m
m
Morning s.
till
m
Worship 8.45 a.m. & 11 a tn. & 6 p m
's1/4..dne4dsy Family 'training
Worictup
11 a in 5 6 p m
us rich enough to be generous at all times
7p
, so that many
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
SALEM BAPTIST
will
thank
God
for the gifts which they receive from
NILIJLISEJIE
Sunday School
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
,
Sunday School
9:30•m.
9 45 a ni
Worship
(2 Corinthians 9:11). A friend once asked
sundays
1030 a.m & 6 p m.
ML'RRAY CHURCH
Moe lung Services
10:30 a m
II 00 a m
his
fathe
r
some
Wed Night Bible Study
7:00 p m.
Wednesdays
Sunday School
Evening Services
7 00 p m
advice on tipping. Should he, for instance,
9:45 a m
6:00 p m
tip the barber,
SCOTTS GROVE
Morning Worship
10-45 a m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
the newspaper boy or girl, or the mechanic?
Sunday School
Evenin
10:00 a.m
g Worship
600 p. m
His father
MURRAY RESTORATION
Wednesday Service
Worship Semce
6 30 p m
11-00 a.m.
— who was a notoriously good tipper —
Wednesday Worship
S 30 p m
BRANCH OF' JESUS CHRIST
Sunday School
Evening Worship
told him that
16.00 a m
6:00 p.m.
Monains
t Worship
he never knew anyone who didn't like to
Wednesday Prayer Meeting TOO p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Worship Semee
1I00 a.rn
be
tippe
Sunday
d.
School
That
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
10:15 a.m.
Sunday Night
PENTECOSTAL
6-00 p.m.
should not be too surprising, since a tip
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Awakening
is a thank you
Sat. 6 p m.-10 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
gift
for
a
BEFHE
job
well
L FELLOWSHIP
done.
Who doesn't like to be told that
SPIKING SPRING
Sunday School
9.00 a.m.
CHURCH OF GOD
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
they have done a good job, and to receive
Sunday- Sciss/1
Worehip
10 a.m.
Sunday
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
School
sundav
a gift that they
Morning
10:00 a.m
11 00 a m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
Church
can use anyway they please? Tipping is
Wednesday Evening
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
5:00 p.m.
6 30 p m.
a good way to
Wednewiry
Wednesday
7 p.m.
7.00 p.m
EAIMANUEL MISSIONARY
show our appreciation to someone who
has done us a
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
good
IEBO
servi
VAB'
ce.
S
Sunday
School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
11,00 a.m. Worship
II a.m , 6.30 p.m.
Sunday School
Afternoon Worship
JEHOVAH'S
6:00 p.m. Wedniksday
10,00 a.m
NESS
7
p.m.
Worship Service
Wed. Bible Study & Youth 7,00 p.m.
Public Taik
11:00 a.m.
Each one must do as he has made up his
9 30 m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday
mind,
Night
5:00 p.m.
Watchtower Study
Sunday School
10 30 a rn
Farm BAPTIST
9-00 a.m
Wednes
not
reluc
day
tantl
Night
y
or
under
7:00 pin.
compulsion,
WorAup Servioes
Morning Worship
10 a.m
11.00 a.m.
for
CALVARY TEMPLE
Diaipleefup Training
God
loves
a
cheer
Evenung Woreihip
ful
6
giver
p.m
.
LSTI
6:00 p.m.
MMIUI
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
F'ERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
ST. JOHN
Worship
11.00 a m & 6:30 p.m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School
9.30 a.m.
1000 a.m. Satiday School
W.11 Fvening & V.mth Service 7
R.S.V
II
Corin
pm
thian
s
Bible
9:7
Study
Ifornin
g Worship
9 00 a m
Worship
11.00 a.m. & 6,00 p.m.
11 a.m.
Wonthip
Wednesday
10 30 a.rn
DICCTER PEN'TECOSTAL CHURCH
7,00 p.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
Sunday School
FIRST BAPTIST
10.00 a.m
10 a.m.
Worahip
Sunday School
11 am &6pm
11 a ny & 6 p.m.
9:45 ant Worships
MON
ODI
ST
Worship 8.30 & 10,55 a.m. & 6 p.m. Wednenday
7 p.m.
BE:THEI. CNTEED
MURRAY FIRST UPC
WEST FORK
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9-30 a.m. Sunday School
10-00 m
Morning Wornhip
Sunday School
11,00 a.m.
SECON
D
10,00 a.m. Wednes
STREE
Worshi
T
p
Sunday School
Sunday School
11 00 •.ns
day Evening
10.30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
Morning Worship
Wednes
day
Worshi
11:00
10
p
45
Mornin
a
M
7.00 p.m
2nd
Worshi
g
& 4th Sun. Night
p
Sunday Evening
10,15 a.m.
6,00 p m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Wurahip
Evening Worship
6,45 p n
Evening Worship
6
p
m
6,00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHLTRCH
FAITH
TABER
NACLE
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Wed Bible Study
GRF.ATER HOPE MISSIONARY
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH 01,CHRIST
7:00 p.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
9130 •.m.
10,00 a m.
Sunday School
Sunday School
Worship
10 00 a.m. Worship
5 a m 9 a.m & 6 p.m.
9,30 sm. Worship
DEXTER
10'30 a.m & 6 p.rn.
11 a m. & 7 p m
Mornin
g Worship
Worship
Sunday School
Bible Study
11,00•m
Wednesday
10-45i.rn
9,30 a.m.
10:15 a rn
7pm
Int & 3rd Sun Night
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
10 30 a m. & 6,00 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
GRACE HAF'FIEll'
6.00 p in
pm
BETILANY FIAPTIST CHURCH
Wednenday
Saturday Evening
Sunda(' School
7:00 p.m
6.00 p.m
9-31 a.m
Sunday School '
UNION GROVE
10 Ain
COLDW
ATER
Worship
FRIENDSHIP
10-30am Ikiipm
Worship
10-45 a rii. &6 p m. Wonship
Morning Wornhero
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Sunday'School
16.50 a m.
Bible
10.00
Study
a.m
10 a.m
Wednesday
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CIIIRCH
Evening Worship
pm
Worship
6,00 p.ni.
Morning Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
11:00 a.m
11 a.m.
Sunday School
VICTORY BAPTIST CHIJRCH
Evering Wornhip
10 a.m.
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
UNIVERSITY
6 p.m.
COLE
S CAMPGROUND
Morning Worship
Sunda,
Wednesday Worship
School & Wonihip
11 a.m. k 6 p.m. Sunday School
10 a.m.
Bible Classes,
10 a m
7 p.m.
9:00 a.m
Worship Service
8:50 a.m. Evening Worship
Worship
Wednesday
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Worship
6 p.m
10.00 a m & 5:00 p m
GREEN PLAIN
Sunday Schoel
Wednes
day
9.51)
Wednesday
M
p m.
HARDIN RAPTIEK
7pm
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
WEST
MURR
AY
Worahap
N -00, 9:15 & 10.30 am
Morning Service
DEXTERHARDIN UNITED
10:45 a.m.
NEW CONCORD
Morning Worsinp
Sun Schools 8.00. 9,15 &A 0:30 a.m.
10,50
Evening Winship
a.m.
Sunday S. h.ol
6.00 p.m.
Sunday Worship & Some*
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
10 a m
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
Woratup
7.00 p.m.
11 00 a m. Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed. 7 p.m.
thrednenday Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
7 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
TRINITY CHRISTIA.N CENTER
Morning
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
9,00 a in.
Saturdsy Mam
4:00 p.m.
Evening
Worship
10.00 a m
8:45 & 11 a.m. Sunday s' hooi
6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m. Sunday Maas
9:50 a.m.
Worshi
10:30 a.m.
Wednend..).
p
1050am &Spm
Sunday School
7.00 p.m.
9.50 a.m.
Warship
Evening Worship
10,30
& 6:30 p.m.
6.00 p
Wednes
day
Worahi
p
ST.
LEO
7p
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Church Training
Mid-Werk Worship
5:30 p.m. Saturday
7:00 p.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UINITED
COMICS OF =VS CUNT
Maas
6.00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
UNITE
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
D
PENTE
7,00 p.m. Sunday Manses
COSTA
Sunday Schiwl
L
1000 gb.m.
8 a.m. & I I a ny
SF LAITIN SAY SAINTS
C'HURCH-NEW CON('ORD
Sunday Bible Claes
9:00 a.m.
Worship Servs,
HILLTOP BAPTIST
C
11:00 a.m. Sunday School
R('H OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10 00
10:00
a.m.
Sunday School
CINI
STIA
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
ll
10:00 a.m
1 ! 1,f, 7
Wor.hdp Servwr
Sunday Night
p
6:00 p.m.
Worship Senna,
GOSHEN METHODIST
AL)HOHA ('FIRISTIAN
Sunday Priesthood
a.m & 6 P.m.
Wedneaday Night
10 00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Morning Wonship
Wednesday
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p.m.
7,00 p.m. Worship
9
.00
AM
11 10 a m
KIRKSEY CHLTRCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study Sunday
PIUMBYTERIAN
Sunday' School
10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
EIRKSEY BAPTIST
10 0(1a m
12:10 p.m
Sunday School
B ble Study Wedneeda!,
10.00 a.m.
7 p m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Mornin
HAZEL
g
FIRST
Winshi
UNITE
PRF.SBYTERIAN
p
D
METHO
10,50
FIRST
DIST
•
m.
CHRISTIAN
Awana
5:30-7:30 p.m
Sunday School
Evening Worship
Sunda( School
Celebration Service
7,00 p
11 00 a m
9:30 a.m
9:00 a.m.
Training Union
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
5:45 p.m. Sunday School
Morrung Worship
Worship
(Sunday. & Wednesdays)
9,45 a tn.
9 45 a.m
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
Worship
6:30 p.m
10.30
a
m
Worahip Service
10 45 a.m
MT OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9.00 m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELIAMSHIP
Sunday School
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAP'FIST
Tuesday
10 00 a m.
12,00 p m
Sunday School
Bible School
Morning Worship
10-00 a.m. Sunday. School
10-00 a rv.
9
30
a
m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
10.00 a.m. Winship
Mornin
g Worship
10 30 a m
Evening Worship
1; Oil a m
II:00• m. Worship Service
600pm
['reaching
II am & 6:00 p.m. Evening Service
6 00 p.m
CHRISTLAIS OMER:NTT( tillURCH
Wednesday Night
NEW CONCORD
7:00 p.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
EIRESEY UNITED
Worship Sunda,
Worship
01107111 Sall= HMIS
9.50 a m & 6 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunda% School
LIG/FITIOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
1000
10.00 a.m
Chtldrenk Sunday School 11,00 a.m.
Bible names
Sunday School
9 a.m.
10.30 a m
Morning Wonchip
Sunday School
Worship
II
11:00 a.m
10,00 a.m. Readinbg Room
Wednes
day
Every Wed 12-3 p m
7 p.rn.
Worahm
FREEDOM HOUSE
II a.m. h 6 p.m. 2nd Wedneadal.
7
NEW PROVIDENCE
pm
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
LYNN GROVE
Wednesday Worship
Sunday
School
7:00 p.m
10:00 sin
Bible Study
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
9.00 a.m.
9.00 a rn.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
CRUNCH OF CHRIS',
Worship
LOCUST GROVE
10,00 a.m. & 6,00 p.m.
Sunda% School
Morning Worship
10 00 a ni
9 30 a m.
Wed. Bible Study
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
MURJRA
7,00 p m
Worship Service
1' FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
II am &6pm
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Bible School
9,00
Worshi
Morning Worship
a.rn.
p
II a.m. & 6 p m.
10:00 a.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning N.'ornhip
Wornhip Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
9 00 m
9:50 a.m.
Wednesday Home Groups 6'00 p.m.
Wednesday Worahip
Morning Worship
7:00 p m
10:45 a.m
Evening Wornhip
Sunday School
500 p.m.
Sunday School
11) 30 /I M
10:00 a.m
Evening Wonitup
6 00 p m
Worship
11 .00 a.m. & 6.30 p.m
ad .-1unday
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(Fruit and milk
acon scramble,
scud; Friday onday - turkey
ese sub. corn:
Thursday urger bitz bas-

)cl milk served
& gravy:
ausage biscuit;
?tables, canned
ieseburger/bun,
ggets/roll, tuna
!za, fish sandsandwich; Friindwich.
d milk served
lusage biscuit;
biscuit; Friday
s, canned/fresh
1, hot & spicy
Mad; Wednesdwich; Thursiay - cheese-

juice served
- bacon
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h vegetables.
nday - turkey
1 crust pizza,
s sub; Thurssalad: Friday

;day

- Monday ars, Wednesse sandwich.
ikfast - Monday - biscuit
imbled eggs,
iaked apples,

,

- Monday milk; Tues.

ilad w/dressans, lettuce,
iges, peach corn, mixed

ackers, milk;
lut butter &
eese sauce.
Mast (careaily) - Moncks w/syrup;
waffle sticks
rted vegetaily) Monday
eanut butter
vich. grilled
pimen-

Thursday lut butter &
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ast. yogurt,
break); Wednes;age gravy;
ibles, fresh
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CATIMLIC

Attend The Church Service Of Your
Choice
Special thanks to the merchants who ma
ke this page possible.
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Church Bulletins

WORSHIP
vill1111111111111=111111111111t

e-mail: jo.burkeen@murrayledger com

Various churdies
hase 17:1-13 at the 10:3u a.m. wor- will ,
1 , :t
tor, Garry Evans, involvement
:released information concerning ship service and about
"From
Poplar Spring Baptist: Bro. minister, Nick Hutchens, youth
their worship services for the the Mountain of Majesty
to the Rob lson, pastor candidate, will minister. and 'Jwain
e Rogers.
,coming weekend as follows:
Valley of Ministry" with scrip- speak at the 8:45 and 11 a.m.
Steve Dublin, Jim Lawson,
First United Methodist: ture from Matthew 17:14-21
at worship services. Jenny !son Gene Paul King, Taylor
Grady,
;Rev. Richard Smith. pastor, will the 6 p.m. worshi service
p
. The will present special music at he Aaron Armstrong, David
Ryan,
:speak about "What Women Choir will sing "When
I Think morning services. A potluck fel- Brock Simmons and
Daniel
,Teach Us" with scripture from About The Lord" and
" and lowship meal will follow at Walker. A short worshi
p service
Mark 10:13-16 at the Fifth Kelly Reed will present special
noon. A question and answer will be at 5 a.m. and Church
!Sunday of Lent Children's music at the mornin
g service session with Bro. !son will be School at 10 a.m.
'Sabbath at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. and Joseph Winchester
at the held from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Bethel United Methodist:
• services. Mrs. Kristen Schwartz, evening service. Jimmy Felts
There will be no evening serv- Rev. Jason Jones, pastor,
will
children's director, will speak on and Justin Franklin will serve
as ice. The worship services will be speak about "An Extrav
agant
"A Word About Children's deacons of the week. Sunday
led by Mark Hardison and Ray Faith" with scripture from John
Sabbath" at both services. A School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Hays with Susan Reynolds, 12:1-8 at the 9:30 a.m. worshi
p
large number of children will
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro. Hazel Jean Brandon and Carol
service. Booby Rowland is liturtake part in these special servic- John Denham, pastor, will speak
Kelly as accompanists.
gist, Janna Schroader will lead
:es. Sunday School will be at about "The Invitation To
Die"
First Christian: Rev. Ruth the music with Laveni
a
; 9:50 a.m.
with
scripture
from
1 Ragovin, senior minister, will Rowland as pianist.
Children's
' Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy Corinthians 15:31 at the II
a.m. speak about "A Lenten Call to Time will be by Brigitt
e Ray and
Cunningham, pastor, will speak service and "The Believ
ers Solitude and Silence: Be Still Happy Bynum will
be gre,eter
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. Choice" with scripture from
and know that I am God" with Sunday School with Gary Evans
worship services. Eddie Morris Galatians 3 and 4 at the p.m.
6
scripture from / Kings 19:11-12 as superintendent will
be at
will give the children's sermon service. Kevin Crawfo
rd is and Mark 6:311-32 at the cele- 10:30 a.m.
at the morning hour. Henry music director with Mary
Davis, bration service at 9 a.m. and traBrooks Chapel United
Nance is music director with Emma Dean Clayton
Photo provided
and ditional worship service at 10:45 Methodist: Rev.
Jason Jones, OUTSTANDING WOMAN: Martha Broach, right, of
Sherry Fortner, Oneida White Glenda Rowlett as musicia
First
ns. a.m. Mark Dycus is choir direc- pastor, will speak
about "An United Methodist Church, Murray. was select
and Kathy Ganrison as accompa- The Praise & Worship team
ed as the
will tor with Donnie Hendrix, Judith Extravagant Faith"
with scrip- "Outstanding Methodist Woman' for 2010
nists. Giving testimonies in lead the congregation
by United
in special Hill and Julie Warner, accompa- ture from John
12..1-8 at the 11 Methodist Women. Shown pinnin
music will be Gunner Nance at music. Sunday School
g her is Bobbie Waters, the
will be at nists. The chancel choir will a.m. worshi
p service. Bob 2009 recipient.
the morning hour and the pastor 10 a.m. with James Rickma
n as sing "Come Thou Fount." Alexander is liturgis
t and Eddie
at the evening service. Assisting director. The AWANA
Ministry Assisting will be 'Tim Allbritten, Ramsey will
lead the music with
will be James Rose. deacon of will meet Wednesday
from 6:30 worship leader; Don Bennett Rita Culver
, Janeen Burkeen,
the week; Jimmy Kimbro, Brice to 8 p.m.
and Ruth Daughaday, elders: Eugene Dick and Hansel
Raterree and B.J. Koenecke,
Keith
University
Church of Fulton Hart, Rob Clause, as accomp
anist. Children's ume
.greeters; Jinuny Kimbro, Tom Christ: Richard
Youngblood. Melanie Dawson, Erica Gray will
be by Beth Morehead and
Robinson. Mike Davis and minister, will speak
about "Who and Lesa Sims, diaconate. Marcia
Crick will be greeter.
i Bruce Lane, ushers. Sunday We Are & How
We Live: An Sunday School will be at 9:45 Sunda
y School with Joel
! School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Overview of Ephesians" with a.m.
Jackson as superintendent will
- Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor scripture from
Ephesians 5:8-12
First Baptist: Pastor Sam be at 10 a.m. Evenin
• Brad Burns will speak about "A at the 10 a.m.
g service
worship service Rainer will speak about "Still
will be at 6 p.m.
'Crimson Stain" at the 10 a.m. and Terry Smith
will speak the Way, the Truth and the Life"
Hazel United Methodist:
- worship service. The 6 p.m. about "How Are
We Doing" at in the "Easter Sermon Series" Bro.
Alan Trull, pastor. will
,service will be a time of study- the 5 p.m.
service. Danny with scnpture from John 14:1- speak
about "Trading Pain For
ing and discussion of the books Claiborne will
be worship 11 and Luke 15:11-32 at the Joy"
with scripture from John
of the Bible each week. Children leader. Also assisti
ng will be 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. %worship 16:19-24
at the 9:45 a.m. worpreschool through 6th grade will Keith Hays, Rick
Murdock and services. A business meeting ship service
. Johnna Nance will
have "Worship Kidstyle" during John Gallagher.
Bible classes will be at the 6 p.m. worship direct
Children's Church. Toni
the 10 a.m. service. A nursery is will be at 9 a.m.
service. Margaret Wilkins, Jones is organist. Sunday
School
provided for ages0 to preschool.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr. organist, and Lisa Ray,
pianisi, will be at 10 a.m.
Jeremy Jenkins is student pastor Ann Montgomery
, co-pastor will be accompanists. The
Mason's Chapel United
and Randy McClure is music will speak about
"Full Body Handbell Choir will play for the Method
ist: Bro. Alan Trull,
director.
Service" with scripture from offertory and the
Sanctuary pastor, will speak about
Goshen United Methodist: John 12:1-8 at the 10:45
a.m. Choir will sing "1 Will Worship "Trading Pain
For Joy" with
Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor. wilt worship service
. Alan Gitonga You with 1 Exalt Thee" at the scriptu
re from John 16:19-24 at
speak at the 9 a.m. worship serv- will be liviteis
t. Tatki- Irlit is 10:55 service. The PTILiSC Team
the 11 a.m. worship service.
ice with Tom Villaflor as his choir director
with L.L4 -Kem will be in charge of music for Tiffany
Dowdy, youth leader,
.. assistant. Jo Lovett and Steve Hundley and Kala
Dunn as the 8:30 service. Amber Sugg will given
Photo provioeO
the youth moments.
..Sexton will be greeters. accompanists. The anthem will will give the
children's sermon Sharon Myatt is organist and Pastor Glynn Orr is pictured as he rizpEiived his Doctorate of
:Acolytes will be Emily Brunn be "Were You
There?" by Chris at the 8:30 service. Assisting
Larry Chrisman and Johnny Divinity degree.
and Elizabeth Brunn. Carol Mitchell with ‘racy
Leslie as will be Jeff Stewart and Rudy Under
wood
are
Bnum will conduct children's accompanist. Psalm
greeters.
126 will be Forsythe, deacons of the week, Sunday
School will be at 10
church. Alison Chaney will the
psalter
reading
for and Boyd Smith, assistant pastor a.m.
-direct the choir with Pat Brunn, Children's Momen
t. Ushers will of students. Bible Study will be
- Ken Claud, Renee Doyle and be Phil Wood,
Melinda Wall, at 9:45 a.m.
In our
, Carla Halkais as accompanists. Trey Wall and
Liz Wall.
Glendale Road Church of
Sunday School with Tim
North
Pleasant
Grove Christ: John Dale, minister, will
Chaney as superintendent will Cumberland Presby
terian: speak about "Is Legalism the
rbe at 10:15 a.m. Sunday Night Rev. Charles
Westfall. pastor, answer to Liberalism?" with
[ Bible Study for Goshen and will speak about
"When Going scripture from Matthew 23:11Kirksey will be at Goshen at 5 to Church Doesn'
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Mid- dent at Mid-on
t Mean Much" 12 at the 9 a m. worship service
tinent Baptist
p.m.
Continent University's Baptist Bible College;
with scripture from Luke 18:9- and Bob Owen will
'. where he comspeak
about
Westside Baptist: Rev. 14 at the 11 a.m. worshi
FULTON, Ky. — New Birth College of the Bible held an pleted a
p serv- "Dying To Live" with scripture
bacheliir of arts degree
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak ice. Camme
Cain will lead the from Romans 6:1-4 at the 6 p.m. Temple Church a 6672 Middle Alumni Banquet on March 5t in in Biblical studits. After graduabout "A Glimpse of Glory" singing with
Margaret Nell worship service. Also assisting Rd., Fulton will have an appre- the Cougar Center. Pastor ating from Mid-Continent, Orr
with scripture from Matthew Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be Todd Walker. song direc- ciation service for Rev. Henry Glynn Orr was honored with a continued his educat
ion at
Greer, co-pastor, on Sunday at 3 Doctorate of Divinity.
Southern Baptist Theological
p.m.
Pastor Orr has served 37 years Seminary, where
he graduated
Dinner will be served on the in the ministry.
with honors with a master of
arrival of the guest speaker,
Orr was experiencing a suc- divinity degree.
Pastor Ronald Hendrick of St. cessful career as an engineer
Question: when a spouse has been unfaithIn 1985, OR began his present
If in fear of losing your hus- John Missionary
Baptist Church when God called him to the ministry as pastor of
just ful, if one desires to save the band you
Westside
allow the affair to con- of Murray.
ministry. Orr enrolled as a stu- Baptist
learned marriage and can forgive the
Church in Murray.
tinue without confronting him,
from
my betrayal.
your marriage will most likely
h usband
However, a person is never end anyway. You
can never
that he is truly forgiven without repenhave his respect and love if you
imolsed in tance: a change of heart and
allow him to treat you as a dooran
af'fair behavior. If a person has no mat.
By standing strong in your
siith anoth- sense of remorse and continues
demand that he cannot have
What Would er woman. in a sin, forgiveness is meaning- both of you, you are more likely
can't less so far as he is concerned. to
Jesus Do?
save your marriage. The
explain how Jesus said, "If your brother sins,
By Richard
experience of numerous counYoungblood, heartbreak- rebuke him, and if he repents, selors has demons
Murray State University and which will enhance their
trated that
busi- Auerbach, technical director
ing
Minister of
and forgive him" (Luke 17:3). "tough
for
its college of science, engineer- ness skills. This helps their
love" is effective. It's
com- Estron Chemical. Several other
University
embarrass- Forgiveness is always depend
- difficult, but it works.
ing
and technology, with the prehension of and commun
Church of
ica- supervisors in the chemical field
ing this is: ent upon repentance.
There are some excellent support of regional industries, tion and credibility
Christ
within the echo his opinion. This degree
but I still
With this understanding of books that can help
are
announ
cing the availability business aspect of the compayou with
. love him. and I don't want to what Jesus
assists in meeting that need.
taught, I highly rec- this kind of problem. I also
rec- of a new master's degree in nies they are employed by," said
• lose my marriage. What can 1 ommend
Students will be admitted into
the "tough love" ommend that you find a trained chemical manufacturing
man- Dr. Mike Kemp, professor in the
do?
program beginning in the
approach in these situations. It's Christian marria
ge counselor agement.
industrial engineering and tech- fall of
' Answer: Jesus taught that perfectly
2010. For more informaconsistent with what who cart provide the emotio
The
degree
consists of a com- nology.
nal
!from the beginning God intend- Jesus taught.
tion, contact Dr. Judy Ratliff at
"Tough love" in support and help that you and
bination of graduate chemistry
Throughout the
ed marriage to be for life your marria
western (270)
809-2584
ge relationship your husband need to rebuild and industrial management
or
Kentucky region, several chem• although he did provide for an would mean
judy.ratliff@murraystate.edu, or
that you say to your your relationship. When
course
s
offere
d
jointly
by
he
ical
corpora
tions have offered Kemp at (270)
• exception in a case of "marital husband someth
809-3392 or
ing like this: "I does break off the affair, do not Murray State's departments of
their support for this new pro'unfaithfulness" [sexual affair] love you, and
tnike.kemp@murraystate.edu.
I do not want our go back to where you were
chemis
try
and
industr
ial
and
in
gram,
includi
ng Pella, Estron
•(Matthew 19:9). Such a situa- marriage to end.
But I will not your relationship before the engineering technology. This
Chemical Inc., Honeywell,
• tion does not demand a divorce continue in this
marriage if you affair. Without help and some program is the first of its kind to
McCoy & McCoy Laboratories
do not end your affair and break changes, another
be offered in Kentucky. The pro- Inc., CC Metals and Alloys.
affair will likeATTENTI()N:
off all contact with the other ly occur. I would
be happy to gram blends science, technology LLC, ISP Chemicals Inc. and
Anyone needing personal care
CITIZENSHIP
woman. When you do that, 1 recotnmend some
reading mate- and industrial management to Lubrizol.
assistance with a loved one and
UOTATIONS
will find a way to forgive, and I rials and a counselor
if you will enable graduates to better lead
reeling overwhelmed. We invite
"Traditionally, and more typi• The first requisite
will work with you to find out contact me anytim
the
industr
ies
e.
vou to call Karen or Tama at
in
which
Our
they cally. managers within the
ct a good citizen in
what went wrong in our rela- prayers are with
work, thereby increasing operat- industry' have little early trainin
you. [Send
this republic of ours
g
tionship that led you to stray. 1 questions or
comments to ing efficiency, production rates, or skill development opportuniis that he shall be
am willing to accept responsi- University Church
11 ,1 able and willing to
of Christ, employment opportunities and ty on the management side and
of Murray ! !
bility for any failure on my part. 801 N. 12th, Murray KY
t pull his own weight
revenue in the region.
,
42071
are forced to develop that
.
I will do all I can to rebuild our or phorte 270-753-1881
753-7109
"Students in this program will knowledge and skill over long
— Theodore
. This
marria
ge
into
and let us help you with both ill,
what it needs to article is reproduced on the web: learn more chemistry as well
Roosevelt
as years of on-the-job experience,"
are and the financial assistame
www.nchrist.org ]
useful non-chernistry concepts, according
to
Robert
A.
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Appreciation
service planned

Pastor Glynn ?i-r
receives Honorary
Doctorate of Di*inity

r

.Extra marital affair

MSU College of science,
engineering and technology
announces new master's degree
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Au.iertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their acs for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
risponsible for only one incorrect
nserbon Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
oe made

Farm Equipment
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Sports Equipment
210
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260
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Family and Friends
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idits. After gradulid-Continent, Off
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The Calloway County Board of Education (current
ADM of 3,300 students.
PS-12i is seelung an individual to serve as Supennte
ndent of Schools with
the necessary skills and commitment to continue the disthct's
successful
movement, through its vision and mission, toward achieving
its highly
aggressive academic and non-academic goals. The candidat
e must
demonstrate exemplary instructional. management, communic
ation and
organizational skills and be a team builder who will be
actively involved in
the community while maintaining a strong presence tn
the district by being
visible, available. and approachable Calloway County
Schools consists of
a preschool, three elementary schools. one middle school.
one high
school. and a day treatment center. Candidates must
hold or be eligible
for a Kentucky certification for School Supenntendent
Salary and benefits
will be regionally competitive and negotiable wrth the contract
to begin
August 1, 2010. Al! applicants must subrnit 8 copies of
a cover letter,
resume, applicabon, copy of certificate(s) and transcript
s as well as letters
and recommendations/referynces to: Jan Pigg, Calloway County
Board of
Education. P.O. Box 800. Murray, Kentucky 42071. For additiona
l
information, please call 270-762-7300 or visit neywocell
e_
.1way_evo
All applications must be received by Apnl 12, 2010.
Calloway County Schools is an Equal Educatice and Employer Institutio
n.
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NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
• THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
.herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger &
Times. nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

TrAvansc P
Comm/Nor
NOW OPEN &
ACCEPTING
CONSIGNORS

1701 N. 12im
753-5007

R111.m.

TLesipr9

Mot 1 p.m.

Otitesat

1101.5p.m.

ThIstip

11/14.1p.m.
Thig

Hemy County Medical Center is seeking a Staff
Accountant. The Staff Accountant will work wrth
other members of the Accounting Department
ano other Department Directors. The Staff
Accountant is responsible for coordination. and
maintenance of the General Ledger, statistics.
property management, and prepanng
departmental operations reports

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

CAR wash attendant.
Some mechanical
skills required.
Retirees welcome!
573-380-4504.
CHILDCARE/
preschool teachers apply
at Christian Childcare
Center 810 Whitnell by
Neon Beach. 767-1177
CLASS A CDL dump
truck dnver needed.
759-0501.
RETAIL MERCHANDISER WANTED to
service Hallmark
Products at a Kroger's
at 808 N 12th St and a
Fred s Store at 928 S
12th St in Murray,
KY. To apply, visit
http://halimark.candidatecare.com
Part-time, will train.
Murray Sewing Center
Bel-air Shopping
Center 759-13400

am

Thor'p.m

VISA !
imomml

CIEDI (•_••••

BAGS & BUNG

PART-TIME landscape
design and layout
293-3161

CHILDCARE openings
daytime, atter-schooi
References
reasonable rates, daily preschool activities, well
balanced meals
270-226-0205,
270-349-0133.

KIDZTOWN Academy
is
now
accepting
enrollment for children
6wks.-10yrs. Space
are limited! For more
information check out
our website www.kiztownacademy.com or
call 761-543'9. Located
at 1306 S. 12th St.
NOW
pre-enrol:ing
children ages 0-5 yrs.
at Christian childcare
center. located at 810
Whitnell
by
Neon
Beach. Full-time child
care rates $110/week.
Pan-time rate $23.day,
767-1177. Come grow
with us.
WILL care for elderty
8arro6pm & nights
6pm-Iliam. For days
cail 227-4749. For
nights call 293-6190

MDIA COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140'
Ware to Buy

Spnng & Summer ;
Handbags & Jewelry
"All New Italian'.
"„.
Fashion Sunglasses
Select Items 20%
Booth 0156

BUYING
Junk cars, In.icks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
coilections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

CONTRACTORS
NEEDED
West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. is seekCASH paid for
ing Private Contractors
good. used guns.
tor weathenzing omes
Benson Sporting
in the Purchase Area
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
under the American
Interested candidates must have a Bachelor's
Murray.
Recovery
Degree in Accounting or Finance and have a
and
Reinvestment
minimum of hvo Years general accounting
Act
150
(ARRA) Stimulus proexpenence. Healthcare accounting expenence
gram. Contractors are
preferred.
needed
for
Weathert
zing, Heating
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
500 gal propane tank,
& A/C, and Plumbing. $475
package including health. vision. dental and
obo All aluApplican
ts must be
retirement Interested candidates should send a
minum 4"x6' trailer,
Proficient
in their cratt
resume or apoly in person
excellent shape, ramp
and have good comattached. $600 obo.
municati
on skills with (270) 7534871.
Henry County Medical Center
clients.
Applicant's
P.O. Box 1030
CHAFFEUR electric
work
must conform to
Paris, TN 38242
mobility chair
all
applicable code731-644-8472
Excellent condition
books and Kentucky
CeWenti1CMC-tiMirg
with new battenes,
Housing Corp. spec
manuals. $400. 759-4336 after
EOE
Weatherization
5:00 pm.
Jobs
will be put out for bids
060
GOLF carts 293-6430
and contracts awarded
Help Wanted
on a monthly basis.
LIFT chair recliner,
Participating contracgood condition $75.00tors must conform to
DRIVER position
Sertapedic adjustable
the requirements of the
DISCLAINIER
Well established comtied with massage &
Davis-Bacon Act by
When accessing the
pany is taking applicawireless remote. hke
paying
prevailin
-help wanted- section
g
tions for the Hardin
new $750.00/0130.
wages
on
weekly
a
on our classified,
area. Applicants must
492-8550
basis and submitting
webpage
be dependable, hard
weekly
Certified
LIFT chair. 13'TV. 3
mwrayledgercom.
working and relate well
Payroll
Reports. trellis' & dorm refrigeryou will be redirected
with
customers. Intereste
d
applican
ts
ator. 753-4801.
to lobnetwork.com
Seeking drover for local
must submit a letter of
By default.
delivenes with a class
VACUUM cleaners
interest to the WKAS
Murra!,. and local job
Electrolux, Kirby,
A CDL. Excellent beneWeatherization
listings will appear on
fits.
Rainbow. Jerry
Please
send
Director no later than
resumes to P.0 Box
Sporting Goods,
this webete.
April 11, 2010. For
14. Hardin, KY 42048
Mayfield
However, a., a national
Mere
information
website. not all listing,
WANT to buy Good
please contact WKAS
FIRST 13aptist Church
on the jobnetwork corn
used Treadmill
at
(270)247-4046.
of Clinton KY is seek are placed through
For Sale Gold's Gym
Monday thru Friday
'mg
a
full
time
pastor
the Murray Ledger
stationary bike
8:00 a.m - 4:30 p.m.
Resume accompanied
22- Ri,ci after 3 30
& Times Please call
'An Equal Opportunity
by CD/DVD may be
us if y•ou hase any
Employer'
sent to Pastor Search
questions regarding
appOisricse
Committee 320
The MUITJ'y arca
NATIONAL Mfg. Co
Mayfield Rd Clinton
job listings Thiink you.
accepting applications
KY 42031
LARGE
for senior administraSELECTION
tive assistant. Saiary &
HAI9DRESSERS
FULL OR PART hme
USED APPLIANCES
profit share. Resume:
needed. Well estabhousekeeping. Murray
NMC(HR Dept)632 N.
lished. high traffic
WARD-ELKINS
Plaza Lodge Apply In
12th St., Suite 168.
person atter 7:00PM. salon. Booth rental.
r,05 I South 12th St
Murray. KY 42071
270-227-9319.
No phone calls.

(270)753-1113
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• Trencis & Treasures Mall
•
(ow Uncle Jeff Building 1
t:

ifilldalt %immures,
Bons Fundsheigs

Aperenterta For Flard

CARRAWAY Fornnure
Matttess Sale' Sets
starting at $149 95
105 N 3ro 753-1502

28 Tobacco trailers
and good tobacco
sticks
(731)247-3984 (Eve )

Motorcycle helmets,
ackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goods, Maybeid. KY.

3BR. 2BA. no pets
$700/mo
$700
deposit_ 293-5423
3BR, 2BA, very nice
1800
Valley
Dr.
$700/mo. 753-534-4.
4BR, DIVA. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
CSHWA ay Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diugu,d Dnve
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
2'70-75343556
1-300-545-1833
Ext. 213
Equal cipportuney.k_i

A

.121

211 i
11. •

NI

-

2BR, IBA lakefront
house in Panorama
Shores_
vett.
ref
C/H/A.
S425imonth
plus deposit. Available
immediately. 175 Pam
Dr. (310)567-9321.
2BR,26A, no pets. no
lease required.
$425rno. 753-3949

EXCEPT!ONALLY
3811. 1BA,
nice. large 2 bedroom
included. $650/mo,
with deck ard outside
$650/dep. 603
storage. All appliancas
Sycamore. 3BR, IBA,
including
washer,
1710 Farmer Ave.
dryer. and dishwasher.
$750/mo. $750idep.
$510/mo. 759-5885 Of
(270)293-1.600
293-7085.
(270)293-3710
LARGE 2BR, 2BA,
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
FOR Sale or Lease:
MSU.
$425
plus
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
deposit. References
property with dock, 2
required. 492-8069,
1/2 car garage.
970-0412.
270-873-7826
LARGE 3BR apt.
SMALL 2BR, apphnewly remodeled, on
ances furnished. $395
campus, CM/A, W&D,
rent & utilities. $395
$600 water, sewage &
deposit, 1yr lease, nc
trash furnished. no
pets. 270-753-6156.
nets 759-4696.
293-4600
NiCE,
1BR,
w/d.
I
stroke free, no pets, 1
%weal Rentals
I
yr lease. $375/Mo.
226.8006
A&F Warehousing
NOW LEASING
Near MSU $20-50
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
753-7668
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur•Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
All shies to
Monday.
nt your needs
Wednesday. Fnday.
Located by
Phone 759-4984.
Froze. radio station
Equal Housing
Opportunrty
TDD al-1300-648-6056

EVERETT upright
piano. $600
Call-436-2533 leavessage

KELLEY'S

music
LEssoNs
•
f
F''

_J

ANTIOLIES Cal Lern.753-3633

ONE-BEDROOM
duplex apartment in
city on Cardinal Dnve.
with yard. Just red•°rated Fndge, stove, 2
new AC unds. No pets
$300 rent
Water/sewer/trash
paid by landlord.
270-767-1176

JUST ARJRIVED

L__

HOUSE & Office
cleaning References
293-3253

7

N.In'tilsherrolorrola

753-9038

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS VACANCY
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOLS

Larry Elkins
calloway County Judge Executive

Notice

Must have own automObile. good driving record and vehicle insuranCe. Six day per
week delivery. interested persons should
corne by and pick up an application at
• The Milroy ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

.
°'
-'•

The prcperty for sale is approximately 3800
sq. ft. and is being sold by deed,"as is". with
no warranties either expressed or implied.
The county reserves the right to reject any
and all bids. All inspections of whatsoever
kind or nature shall be at the erpense of the
bidder and should he done prior to submission of bid. Successful bidder a-ill pay lir,
down with the acceptance of the bid with the
balance due in 30 Jays.

020

_1

060
Kap Warted

- Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

Photo provioed
I his Doctorate of

continent Baptist
where he com-

060
lielp Wanted

• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

PROPERTY FOR SALE
INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will be
accepting scaled bids for the sale of the property located at 304 Maple Street, Murray, KY
i the former She,iff's Ciff1cel. Sealed bids will
be accepted
the Office of the C'alloway
County Judge Executive, Larry Elkins, at 101
South 5th Street, Murray, KY until 10 A.M.
April 6th. 2010 when they will be ripened and
read aloud.
Appointments may be made to inspect the
property by calling the Calloway County
Judge Executive's Office at 270-753.2920.

vinity

1

NEED EXTRA CASH?

but, you didn't go alone.
Part of us went with you.
The day God took you Home.

obbie Waters. the

060
lielp Wanted

111/11V1EDIATE OPENING

(
It broke our hearts to lose you

United

1

Fri. II a.m.

Sur 'uter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department
at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Offic
e Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax: 733-1927

-....0

Photo provided
1. right, of First
selected as the
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N
978-1961
260'
L
liceis Hoots Lots For San
LOT $8,500 753-60)2

L

MANAGERS Specie;
New 24 k 40
3 Bea. 2 Bath Home
Delivered and setup
Only $39,999 Correa
and see
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429
NEW 24X48 home
3 Bea,? Bath House
only $49,999
Dehvered and setup
ends 3-15-10
Call Claytoe Homes
731-584-9429

S75.00
A MONTH

New year new home
14X70 2010 model
3 bed, 2 bath home
$29,999 delivered and
set Ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

753-1916

Ntss,•into
tk' Savings!

3BR
$400/mo
Includes water & lawncare.
lyr
lease
required.
2707531219.

subscribe to the

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery I
1L,ocal Mall
3
430.00
3
mo
$35.00
eso..-.--555.00
1 yr..---S105.001 6 ma ............-$63.011!1
1 yr......-.......$110.00i

3BR Call
270-227-8802
DOUBLEWIDE 3 BR,
$700./mo includes utilities. 270-7531219.
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets. 753-9866

Rest of KY/TN 1
(Rays.& &sir..•
3 MA
--870-50
6 MO.--.390.09
1 yr
--4120.00

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, IBA apt. 2 bets
from MSU. $275/mo
752-1178
1BR. pnce reduced,
various locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR near MSU, appliances furnished.
CIKA. Coleman RE
753-9898

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

GET THIS
IXI
AD FOR

1 Cheek

e

All Other Mail 1
Subscriptions
1
3 mo...-.- $75.001
1

Messy Order

Rea

WC

Name

I St. Address

e
e State
e

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with pay-ment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2'701 753-1916

8 • Frida, March 19, 2010

CLASSIFIEDS

ON BEA

BAILEY S

MINI

tutos_ *until

House and 2/3 Acre Lot
Hwy 121 S., Murray
Priced at $19,900.
Visit www.obarky.com or
contact Mike Conley at
Olive Branch Auction Fiealty
(270)293-3232

Size Units • Climate Jon
24/7 Surveillance•Electricity

7if itkt
Lake Pi ouany
LAKE LOT
INVENTORY BLOWOUT SALEt Sat 3/27
Only
2 It AC CREEK FRONT
Onty
S32,900
W/ FREE BOAT
SLIPS

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
N(?%1 ()PIEN
NEB(' S FOR iGIV.
.1 iaaaal
Mond% Itiaaac.Canaa
!la

'Was $69,900"
Incredible wooded
acreage abutting private
family farrn on spectacular 160.000 acre
recreational lake in
KY, EXCELLENT
FINANCING.
Call now 1-800-7043154, x 3452.

lie.

RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
t orner or 121 s &(await
IOXIO S25 10x15 S41
(270i 436-Z524
293-6904

Builders
Specual ,!
Oversized
Lot's
$25.000
Location:
Wiswell at King next to
Saratoga Spnngs.
Financing Available.
Call 22'7-8393

PREMIER
MIN1STORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clear.
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

AKC
registered
Doberman
Pinsche
puppies 9 wks. old,
taies cut. dewclawea
Male-$400, Fernale
$350.
Shots
&
wormed.
731-336-7848
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male, 6-female.
ready in 5wks.
270-753-0531.
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
MANTLE Great Dane
Puppies, 7wks. old,
AKC registered, champion
bloodline,
declawed, 1st shots,
wormed, $500-5800.
270-978-5120 or 270227-791 7.

WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates
1414 Oakhill Dr
145x175. quiet cul-desac Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

COUNTY road takes
you right to 130 acres
more or less, 60 acres
KY adjoining 71 TN,
Calloway & Henry
Counties. Great for
hunting. 731-498-6117
or Idrogers85 C yahoo
.COrri

1

460
licrnes For Sale I

2,100 sq. tt. 4BR
2.5Bk
screened
porch. 2 car attached
garage on 2 acres. 5
minutes from Murray.
Call 270-853-1999.

Murras Ledger & limes

We Ruy nooses!
Immediate
Debt Relief!
Selling an Eatate'
in Farectoaure?
Locad Horne 1•11.0•ers
Can Help!
No Cost To You
No Equity OK

761HOME.I.X3M
(279) 761-HOMLE

A-SAP TREE
SERviCE
*Large Tree
Removal •Trimme
•Sturnp Gnndin,)
•Hangers
Servicing Bentor
Hardin 8 Murray

$$$NEW 2010 Toyota
Matnx $219 per
month $2.000 Cash or
trade down. KY tax
included, Call for
details
(2701753-4961.US

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We. Finance
hollendmotorsales.cam
270-753-4461
2009 white. Hyundai
accent
hatchback
7100-miles, 37-42mpg,
10yr/100.000 mile warranty, $13,000.
293-1193, 293-9829
2007 Lexus ES 350.
loaded with Navigation.
47dooc miles, $23.000
270-703-4513
2002 Nissan Maxima
SE. 6-CD changer with
Bose sound,
rear-spoiler, moon-roof
and alloy wheels
Call-(270)293-7888
01 Monte Carlo SS,
leather, moon-roof,
loaded. sharp, $3,900
OBO 978-5655
0". for 5 years on
2010 Yetis. Corolla,
ratatnir Carney.
t6I• 11101iirll Avalon
.Rav-1 Highlander
Tundra:
Ends Aptil

.

• weeld!.
tat pickups
• locally owned/operated

Rat.

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

•
A'S

(270)293-3i6i
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-rt's &
repairs, decks pres
sure
washed
and
stained 436-2228
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814
DE1.1-s 1,1 I al l'1,11t
4'11\
.C1101-•

Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs. workers comp

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Hesaientla.
Gornmerciai
Free Estimates
(270)226-0505 Dave

Insured
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

-TRAVIS
ASPHA

& if:weak

LONA
a% IS.
270-753-2279
BELCHER Painting
Residential
Commercial. Interior,
Exterior.
Free

Estimates.
270-293-2028-Jerod

I larniiton Granite
& Marble
3301. St. Rt 12161.

753-8087 •
Alsosto.1. • 24-4. r22
Onl•Iss flours 90.1 In

JUNK
REMOVAL.
ipsiha4 anything
1hs tierbileit Moo
wont. Caltam
tor tea esiimats.

(270)530-0030
(270)252-4m
ADAMS Horne
Improvement

1.1md Cars

LA.WN CARE &
DIRT SERvIc

FOR all your roofing
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156

(270442743*
LAMB'S TREE
SERVICE
S1Q0 OFF ON
5200 OR
MORE
Otter expires 3 20 IC

Free Estimates
Credit Cards accepted

(270)753-2020

270-293-5624

Green Acres
Lawn Cars
A Cut Above The
Rest
•Shrub and tree
trimming
•Gutter cleaning
.0ther services
•Ouality service at
afforaable pnces
753-4455

Horoscope

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday. March 20, 2810:
This year, you work hard to
accomplish what you desire.
There are some surprises on the
way. Your ability to adjust
FSBO: 3BR, 2BA
counts. Lady Luck is on your
Toyota of Murray. side,
ranch style home.
even if you doubt it occa1600sq.ft. with two car
75.3-4961. ' sionall
y. You also are christening
garage and fenced in
a new luck/life cycle. If you axe
back
yard.
102
single. you are likely to meet
Oakwood
Circle.
someone very special. Relating
Oakwood
Terrace
Subdivision off Oaks
on an even level might not be a
Country
Club
Rd. $15 00 & up
possibility. This person might be
T&B Lawn Service
5135,500. 759-0707.
unpredictable in some fashion. If
Adult owned & operatyou are attached, work on
IMMACULATE
ed
brick
respecting your differences and
horr,..., completely new
978-5655. 759-9295
using them for the bettering of
througnout new C/A/H
unit, roof, appliances,
the bond. GEMINI is fun to
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
hardwood
floors
share with.

MOORE SLawn
Service Mowing, inmming & bush hogging
Free Estimates
270-293-5896 or
270-7671866
MOW yards, light hauling, remove unwanted
shrub & brushes. Free
Estimates. 270-2274837 or 270-437-4987

LAWN Mowing. Free

estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156.
270 293-0034

NEWSOME'§LAWN SEHVICE
Mowing season is

coming up So
a call for
your free estimate
give me

Corey 0
(270)705-1037
Are you look;ng fur
an affordable &
reliable mowing
service? If so then
call 270-873-9637.
Free Estimates
LAWNS mowed, very
reasonabie. free estimates, reliable,
mature 753-2643
NIS,N
unsirut tinu
Kirundi-hue.
1 I t•
.1.trud
•Itath 74.
trot /eunuch-Is
' tree

FHCK UP

489-2839

IF YOU ARE
NOT SATISFIED
WITH YOUR
CURRENT
LAWN SERVICE
AND LOOKING
FOR A NEW
ONE PLEASE
CALL LARRY
AT 227-0726

MOWING
and
Trimming small to
large.
Dependable,
reliable, gutters, mulch,
shrubs trimmed, haung, 11 years expenence Steven 767-9178
978-7002.
0 BRYAN TREE

& DEBRIS

2140A" 4. NI I
• 2-4101'h...21ln

CLARK'S
I %%V\-C %RE
-•1•1•11.

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

,

1
•• I

i

Pr A • C •

- aoul operated
•F
Estimatcs
• Lir.
In

.270-703-1021 •
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

POOR BOYS
LAWN CARE •
.• • a•••
•;r
•-11 e•SiAl lir ow
,
•46:-•

Ptop •
!•••

,
t: •

(270)227-9153.

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.0
Water Damaged Flan
Braces & Floor Jasts
Remooeling & Plumbing
OG. Insurance WOrs

Vsa S MasferCarn Ancepfec

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

••... I If.C-Idtli.•

i 2711 227- PiaS
T&T Lawn Senile°
Free estimates
(270)293-0468

by Jacqueline Blear

(270)227-6160
PROLAWN Scheduled
Lawncare. 1st mowing
tree. 270-293-1924.

Unto Oltood

Aerial

Metal Roofing, Pole
Bam, Shingles.
(270)804-6884.

* ****
5 Star
Tiie & Marble

Kane.
Linda

elected ti
the Callc
mittee.
The

Women's
spring sc
North-Sol
giate at 1
Roger R Delgado
(270)382-2041.

Todias Auto Detail •
AO ,ioto
ir
• rato .0.nultv.il YES *

WE CAN Ian :a...
Arid r

•`.1)•:%
,T,
vphr lp
lod•ly •it
(270)205-9826
(270) 227-5648

VVESLEY'S

Lawn '
Maintenance. Relax!
Let us do your !awn
this year, Landscaping,
mowing. edge. shrubs.
mulching. leaf removal,
tree service, seeding,
fertilizing,
aerating.
References available.
No Contract Required.
Free
estimates &
insured. Over 15yrs.

experience. Block and '
Subdivision discounts.

270-703-9610.

20 yea

Publisl
Military. I
Kentucky
ing MOL
in urban t
end at the
Pickett, \
Staff Phot
Murray
Team woi
loway Cou

Team woi
State Spec

cm Kentut
Green.
Also pt
second gra
son Elemem

warm weatl
ing on tho
school. Th
Photograph

30 year

aitendis
sion

Hoa
meeting at
Stahler, Mt
Scott, Joao
son.

YEARRY S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

The Place to

Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

lion and classics such as "The
Wizard of Oz," has been sold
several times since its founding
in 1924. The latest sale came at
the height of a Hollywood bub790
ble, when Sony, Comcast and
LI vestuck & Supplies I
several private equity firms
took on $3.7 billion in debt and
LOCALLY grown prea $250 million credit line with
mium hay. Available at
all
JPMorgan Chase & Co. to take
times
Alfalfa,
mixes. grass mixes
MGM from a group that includSquare and round
ed billionaire Kirk Kerkorian.
might not want to burst their bubbales Some wrapped.
ble. but no one controls you. past as it prepares to be sold yet
The buyers believed that
High protein, TDN. throughout. 3BR. 2BA
Mowing, Manicuring.
Determine your options, and again and is stressing the value MGM'
Students & truckers
detached garage on 2
s library of movies and
Landscaping &
The Stars Show the Kind of continue as an individual on your of its film archive as a
major TV shows
welcome.
Leaf Vacuuining
large lots. $98,000.
270-753would throw off .
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: chosen path. The less said the asset.
884-8 before 9:00prn
753-9887
Satisfiction guaranteed
enough cash to help pay down
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: better. Tonight: With a favorite
Six companies made nonbind753,1816 227-0611
partner.
400
debts. Future projects looked ;
1-Difficult
.400
ing bids in January for MGM,
SAGIT
1(270)227-0587
TARIU
S
(Nov.
Yard Sala
22-De
c.
promising, including sequels to ;
Yard Saria
21)
All Carpentry Const. ARIES(March 21-April 19)
which owns the rights to 4,100
the James Bond and the Pink •;.1
***
New homes. Additions. *** Don't restrain yoursel
Focus
on
comple
inovie
ting
s
and
TV shows and has a Panthe
f from
r franchises.
Remodel, Sagging & saying
what is important. rather than initiating. How you stake in future James
Bond and
GARAGE SALE
Rotten floors, Vinyl Someone might
handle
But with the decline of the:6
someo
ne
and
the
challenge your
"The
Hobbit" films. Now
Siding,
answers you give could define a
219 ALM() RD.
Decks. ideas. Do you really care? Gat
DVD market, and a lack of regl
Roofing. Mobile Home the facts out.
MGM is preparing to receive
641 N, TURN RIGHT ON 464
and have a neces- relationship. Stay centered. and
ular hits, MGM's library is
Repair.
when
a
talk
occurs
sary
discuss
,
bindin
be
sure
ion. Others might be
g acquisition offers
of
3RD HOUSE ON RIGHT
worth far less now, and cash
753-2353
your conviction. Stay mum until Friday.
more in the mood to listen as the
SATURDAY
Larry Nimmo
flow has been inadequate to
day becomes older. Tonight: In then. Tonight: Sort through your
It is unclear how many suitors
Licensed & Insured
7:00-12:00
options.
the line of duty.
support
the
debt
load. E
Weight machine, metal office desk,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) are still in the running, but Time Produc
14270)293-402G
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
tion slowed to a crawl.
ALDRIDGE
bicycle. collector's edition Elvis Presiey
***** You bloom in a new **** You might want to revise
Warner Inc., Lions Gate
Restructuring expert Stephen
&McCuiston Roofing
way. Understanding evolves. your thinking about a domestic Entertainment Corp.
"Love Me Tender" record. electnc mobility
and bil- Cooper was hired
as a top exec-,0:
How you deal with a loved one matter and an expenditure. Don't
chair, junior size gids clothes, queen 8.
lionair
e Len Blavatnik's Access utive
YOUR AD
depends on what comes up. commit to any alterations or
in August and got MGM's11
king bedding, lots of misc.
COULD BE
Think positively about a new adjustments until you feel sure of Industries are expected to make
140 lenders to allow the compayourself. Give yourself all the bids.
addition to your household. A
HERE. FOR
ny to skip interest payments 7:
time
and
space needed. Tonight:
friend's quirkiness works in your
ONLY $.75.00.
LARGE home in counNone are expected to be more
beginning in September. That
Easy works.
favor. Tonight: Treat time.
try with acreage 5 to
A MONTH
than $2 billion. That would be
AQUAR
forbearance agreement, which 7.
IUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
85,6 BR. 6.5 BA, pool,
CALL 753-1916
*** Play it low-key for just a lit- **** If you can. stay close to bitter for about 140 lenders that frees up enough cash
gym, play rooms. large
so the home. You are best off by your- financed the purchase of MGM
tle longer. You
decks, patio, lots of out
company can release a modest
Alurrs, Ledger k Tikes Fin
Hill Electric surprising informa could discover self or within your intimate circle.
buildings, 3 acre lake.
tion
for
$5
if
billion
you
relax
in
2005
and now slate of films this
liousing Art Notice
Since 1986
year, lasts
with the situation. Your sense of Sometimes less is more, and essenti
good hunting & fishing.
ally control the company. until
24 Noun suroca
A:I real Nate advert...el herein
March 31.
humor will emerge with some that easily could refer to being
559-203
2.
Res., Com.. & Ind.
sungAt tc the Federal FAO'
Equity
holder
s
in
MGM,
such
detachment. You could be the friendly Aquarian. Make sure
MGM doesn't have the only .
throe Act. which makes it
NEW home 3 BR. 2
Licensed & Insured
7:
as Sony Corp. and Comcast movie
,Ilegal to adcertwe am preferamazed by how differently you you have an in-depth and
BA, 2 car garage.
All jobs - big or small
library up for sale. The •
ence. Mutation or discnnuna.
see a situation. Tonight: Where authentic conversation with a key Corp., have already written off
patio, cathedral ceiltaw Itsbed on race, aim. rehWalt Disney Co. is looking to
person. Tonight: Let your hair
the action is.
ings, concrete drive.
their investments.
oon, sea handicap, familial stashed its Miramax Films dividown
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
energy efficient feasp. nanOnai ongin or IntenIf the bids are too low, then
LAMB'S
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
t-on to make am such prefer**** YOU might want to
sion. while Liberty Media
tures. Rebates still
ences. limitatiore•or discriminaPROFESSIONAL
detach, especially if you are feel- ***** Keep communication the lenders could consider the Corp., contro
available. 210-3781 or
lled by media
tion
TREE SERVICE - ing as if someone is squeezing flowing. Just because you see a process a "busted auction" and
559-2032
mogul John Malone, is looking
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as Vanderbilt s A.J. Ogilvy (foreground) collap
upset of the 4th-seeded Commodores was
ses to the ground. The 13th-seeded Racer
the team's first NCAA Tournament victory since
s
1988 and the second in program history.

THOMAS SHOOTS RACERS INTO SECOND ROUND, HISTORY BOOKS

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
SAN JOSE, Calif. - Are you
a fan of karma?
No? Well, Murray State sure
is, and even a day after St.
Patric'
the Racers
ret
need •
f clover.
Th
needed t'
le
Danero Thomas.
The year was 1988. the date
was March 18.
That was the time when the

Racers, under head coach Steve
Newton, pulled off one of the
biggest upsets in Murray State
lore. knocking off North
Carolina State in the ftrst round
NCAA Tournament.
Mel
_• year, 2014). 'Pie date.
Do'the niath - that was 22
years ago. To the date.
You want something better
than that?
Murray State was founded

Minute-by
minute
Fust 10 nimbis
It wasn't the way it wa:. ,upposed to start. Senior center
Tony
Easley picked up two quick fouls with 17:46 to play in
the game.
Fie committed his first 13 seconds earlier. The Commo
dores built
a 6-point lead, 10-4, on a layup by Al Ogilvy with 17:05
to play.
The game's first tie occurred at the 9:45 mark on a jumper
by B.J.
lenkins. There were three ties in the first 10 minute
s of play.
Vanderbilt went into the single-bonus at the 7:55 mark.
21-10 Vanderbilt at the 10:16 mar*
Second 10 minutes
Jenkins tied the game 4:
t, :nark, making it a 21-all
game. MSU then went up by three, 24-21, by a Jenkins
3-pointer
Murray State then built a four-point lead after a Jeff McClain
layup
to lead 31-27. A free thow by McClain gave the Racers
their
biggest lead ofthe haff(36-3 f) before going into the locker
room.
Murray State got 20 points in the paint as oppose
d to 14 by
Vanderbilt. Each team had 10 second-chance points, but
the
Racer bench outscored Vandy 9-3 in the first haff There
were four
ties and three lead changes.
36-32 hiurray State at halftime

IN SCHOOL'S FIRST WIN Slt4CE 1988

in 1922.
clock. Jeff McClain inbounded
The senior from New stretch, we got
Danero Thomas. gall1C-v,111- the ball under the
a good look for
Murray State Orleans, La., admits that it's a
B.J. Jenkins in transition and
ning shot will live in infamy
basket to Miles, who was dream come
true, but then we had one time-out left and
and is now just another one of quickly double
it
-teamed. Miles' again,'the NCAA Tournament
was a miracle play. It was
the great finishes the Racers one and
only option
is
what
dreams
are
made
of.
something 1 drew up at the end
have had this season, if you Thomas.
It's why it's called March of the game and someth
ittacc
ing we
Thomas takes two dribblas Madness.
buziertteat,-.4m wog done.,,
tatia-AUstill re6Y.01413J. a-nd lets it fly.
att,practice
"Let the ma
.;Vtgib.: 11106ki‘,-'
Jentinc. • heroics
mils!
With a flame like Danero. MSU
head co
• Billy
"Isacctiles made the right
Eastern Kentucky.
y iiu know it's got to be money. Kennedy said.
"Our guys did a play and fortunately% Danero
There was that one shot by
"I probably shoot that shot great job execut
ing a game Thomas made the right shot."
Isaiah Canaan, too.
200 to 300 times a day before plan against
a very good
Murray State will face
With 4.2 seconds left on the practice." Thomas said.
Vanderbilt team and, down the Butler at 2:20 p.m.
Saturday.

In front of a national C.155 audience on the first

cia.9 of the NCAA
Tournament, Danero Thomas hit what could beco
me known as the
gr-atest shot in Racer basketball history . How is the senior feeli
ng?
Danero Thomas stood at the
podium, answering questions
from a hoard of media that wanted a piece of the slipper, known
as the Murray State Cinderella
basketball team.
Then Thomas stood in the
lockerrom. camera lights on his
sweat-induced face, voice
recorder's inches from his
mouth, pens and pads of paper
working tiresely to hang on
every word the hero had to say.
Finally, all Thomas wanted to
do was sit down.
After the circus left the tent,
better known as the Murray
State lockerroom, Thomas
opened up honestly about his
game-winning shot, what he felt,
what he saw and what he hopes
to take away from Thursday's
first round NCAA Tournament
game in the West Regional at HP
Pavilion in San Jose, California.
Ledger & Timm: Despite
everything you've been asked
and everything that you have
said. What are you feeling right

Third 10 minutes
Murray State was clickm,
all cylinders in the second half,
going toe-to-toe with anything that Vanderbilt threw at them.
The
Racers maintained at least a six-point advantage through the
first
five minutes of the haff Ivan Aska, Easley, Jenkins and two free
throws by Isacc Miles had MSU looking at a 44-36 lead with
15:4.3 to play.
Vanderbilt responded with a 7-0 run to get to within two at 4442 on a free throw by John Jenkins with 14:12 to play. Murray
State responded, building the lead back up to five, 49-44 after a
free throv%
Danero Thomas: Mike, this is
Mlles
51-46 Murray State at the 10:12 mark
a big vim tor us man. We played
hard. the bench came in and
gave us a big spark (Thursday). I
Fourth 10 minutes
Vanderbilt sparked a 4-0 run to cut the deficit to one, 51-50. mean. Vandy is a great team. We
with 7:56 to play. The Commodores tied the game at the 7:34 give them a lot of credit, but
mark when Brad Tinsley hit a pair offree throws. That marked
the look. we came out with the win.
game's first tie since 24-all at the 9:05 mark of the first half.
UT: OK. Now. when you
Murray State retook the lead on Miles' trey with 6:43 to play spotted up. What did you see?
and that marked the first score for the Racers since the 11:34
DT: I saw Isacc Miles getting
mark, a span of 5:09. Vanderbilt then built a 60-56 lead on John double teamed and I was onelenkins'jumper with 3:46 remaining, capping a 7-1 run. Isaiah on-one, so I came over. he
Canaan stepped up big for MSU off the bench, drilling back-to- passed me the ball. I looked up
back 3-pointers to spark a 6-0 run that gave MSU a 62-60 lead and there was like two and a half
with 2:51 to play. Easley fouled out with 1:45 to play and Vandy seconds left. so I took two driblooked to be in control when lermaine E3eal sunk three free bles. I saw two guys coming
throws to give Vandy a 65-64 lead with 0:12 left. On the ensuing towards me. so I couldn't go
inbounds under the MSU basket, McClain found Miles, who
was straight up. I had to fade away a
then double-teamed and passed to Danero Thomas who made little bit. There were two hands
the game winning shot as ttrne espired.
in front of me and I put it in
(laughs).
MAL:*wry State 66, Vanderbift 65
UM When it left your fingers

DT: I felt it going in.
LAT: You did?
DT: Yeah, I felt it going in.
100 percent. I was extended. I
got it high, it just felt good.
L&T: When it went in ...
DT:1 just took off. I think Ivan
Aska grabbeti me first and after
that everyone else piled on. I
was trying to dig for a hole
because I really couldn't breathe
(laughs).
UT: Is this that child-like
moment for you when you're on
the blacktop. drawing the play
up in your head to make a game
winning shot in the NCAA
Tournament?
DT: I never thought I would
be in this situation to hit a garne
winning shot arid give my team a
victory.
UT: Do you mean in this
game or in general?
•

•
•
vs
•

DT: In general, I mean, we
have to keep taking advantages
of these games that people are
giving us.
UR: How do you guys keep
going to the well and pulling out
these last minute victories?
Aren't you somewhat suspect
that sooner or later that well is
going to be dried up?
DT: We have a tough team.
That's the one thing about this
bunch. we never give up. We
always find a way to win. even
when things are going bad, we
find a way. This team is special.
UT:Are you superstitious?
DT: Not really, It's all hard
work. We've been working hard
from the beginning and it's all
starting to pay off.
L&T: What do you think your
cell phone looks like right now'
DT: Oh man, I have no idea '
UT: Go grab it!

dole-

DT: OK, I have 50 text messages and 20 missed calls! What
do you think I should do!
MURRAY ST. 66, VANDERBILT 65
MURRAY ST.(31-4)
Thomas 5-12 0-1 11. Aska 3-7 0-0 6
Easley 1-5 0-0 2, Mdes 5-9 5-5 17.
Jenkins 6-14 0-0 14. Daniel 1-3 3-8 5
Canaan 3-6 0-0 8. Poo* 0-1 0-0 0,
McClain 1-2 1-3 3 Long 0-1 0-0 O. Fotso
0-0 0-0 0 Totals 25-60 9-17 66
VANDERBILT (24-9)
Walker 2-9 2-2 6. Taylor 3-7 3-7 9. Ogelvy
4-7 4-6 12, Beal 3-5 4-4 12, Jenkins 5-10
1-2 13 Tinsley 2-4 2-2 6. Ezell 2-2 0-2 4.
Goulboume 1-5 1-2 3. McClellan 0-1 0-0
0 Tchiertgang 0-0 0-2 0 Totals 22-42 1729 65
Hatttlme--Murray St 36-32 3-Point
Goals—Murray St 7-15(Thomas. Miles
2, Jenktris 2. Canaan 2). Vanderbilt 4-12
(Beal 2. Jenkins 2) Fouled Out—Easley
Rebound*--Murray St 39(Thomas 6
Miles 6 Daniel 6), Vanderbilt 33 (Taylor 6
Ogilvy 61 Assists—Murray St 13
(Jenkins 5) Vanderbilt 15 (Walker 6)
Turnovers— Murray St 11 Vanderbilt
10 Total Fouls—Murray St 21
Vanderbilt 17

_ 00-4eN,Apr0

Cypress Springs
Restaurant

/
1
4

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake.

NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays
ocated Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-5496
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S ,2th St •0,1t.rtay KV • 753-1:1;

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NCAA Tournernont
Thursday
BYU 99 Ronda 92
Did Don-to-mon 5, Notre Dame 5L,
anova 73, Robert ,
1,Loris 70
urray St 86 Vanderbitt 65
ykK 66 Sam Houston St 59
.a
rtnsas St 82. Nortn Texas 52
int Mary s 80 Rshmono 71

E

Butler 71 UTEP 59
Nc>rthern Iowa 69 UNLV 66
KentucSy 100 E Tenn S, 71
Onto 97 Georgetown 82
Wastarigton El. Marquette 78
Kansas 90 L thigh 74
Tennes.:3ee 62. uar ()ego Si 59
Waxe Forest 81 Texas 80
New Mexico 62 Montana 57

Racers set assists
record in NCAA win
Murray State passers com
bined for 13 assists in the
NCAA Tournament first-round
against
Vanderbilt
on
Thursday in San
Jose. That set a
new
school
record for a single season. now
MICHAEL with 544. The
DANN previous mark
was 540 in 1997SPORTS „
FD1TOR
flat
Clean
Glass
Danero Thomas now has 501
career rebounds after collecting
six Thursday against the
Commodores. Murray State outrebounded Vanderbilt 39-33 in
the game and Thomas was
joined by Isacc Miles and Ed
Daniel who also had half a
dozen boards. The Racers held a
15-10 edge on the offensive end
and led 24-23 on the defensive
side of the glass. Easley grabbed
three rebounds to give hint 602
for his career
The Cameroon Cormectiosi
Thursday's game featured
two players from Doul a,
Cameroon, in Murray State's

Georges Fotso rnd Vanderbilt's
Steve Tchiengang. For those of
you without an atlas or the help
of Rand McNally, that's 8,225
miles away from home here in
San Jose.
First Tee Jitters
Vanderbilt has found it hard
to get going in the first round of
the NCAA Tournament since the
field expanded to a 64-team format back in 1985. The
Commodores are 5-6 on Day. 1
after losing to Murray State
Thursday. Two years ago, Vandy
lost to Siena as a No. 4 seed.
Series Notes
Vanderbilt still leads the alltime series against Murray State
3-2 and is 54-8 all-time against
teams from the Ohio Valley
Conference. The Racers picked
up their first win against an SEC
school since a Christmas Day
1997 victory over No. 12
Arkansas, a game that saw
Murray State post a 94-83 win in
Puerto Rico.
Bite The Bain
Murray State is 2-1 against
Butler all time. Murray State
won in 1976 and 1967. but lost
72-69 in 1969.

Tr,".

NCAA
TOILICS kNIENT

Kentucky
runs over
ETSU
By BRETT MARTEL
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS(AP)— To
call this one a yawner would be
understating things.
Kentucky's blowout of East
Tennessee State in the first
round of the NCAA tournament
was so thorough that fans were
sleeping in the stands — and not
even the collective laughs of
conscious spectators could
awaken some of those caught
snoozing on large video boards.
That's what happens when a
No. 1 seed leads by 30 in the
first half and keeps piling on.
"This is a neutral venue and
you've got to have your own
energy," Kentucky coach John
Calipari said, recalling what he
told his players before the game.
"You've got to have it from
within. You can't expect (the
crowd) to give it to us because
it's not that kind of venue."
The young Wildcats had little
trouble with that, and the
Kentucky fans who stayed
awake were rewarded with a
record performance by Eric
Bledsoe.
Bledsoe's eight 3-pointers set
a new high for a Kentucky player in an NCAA tournament
game, and the Wildcats dominated throughout in a 100-71
victory over ETSU on Thursday
night in the East Regional. The
Wildcats advanced to play Wake
Forest, which earned an 81-80
overtime win over Texas.
Scoring 29 points, Bledsoe
started 8 of 8 on 3s before finally missing his first from long
range late in the second half and
finishing 8 of 9. Still, he surpassed Tony Delk's previous
school record of seven 3s in the
1996 championship game victory over Syracuse.
"1 was just out there playing," Bledsoe said. "Coach told
me to play defense, and when I
play defense it carries over to
offense. So that's what I did."
Patrick Patterson scored 22
points on 9-of- 10 shooting,
including a hahdful of dunks,
while John Wall added 17 points
and I I assists for the Wildcats
(33-2).
Calipari said ETSU "hit a
buzzsaw."
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CELEBRATINC
MURRAY-CALLOWAY

GRAN
COMMUNITY TOURS & HEALTH SCREENINGS
Saturday, March 20
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
South Tower - Vine Street Entrance
RSVP for a tour by calimg 270.762.1381 or 270.762 1102
or e-mail granclopening@murrayhospital.org

Free Screenings:
Breast Screeni
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Y-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
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k. HEALTH

SCREENINGS

GRAND OPENING CEREMONY

March 20
- 2:00 pm
rle Street Entrance

Sunday, March 21
2:00 pm
South Tower - Vine Street Entrance.

70 762.1381 or 270.762 1102

R!bi,on Clirting immediately foilou ing cerernarly.li

vg@murrayitospital.org
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,eenings:
Brean&Yeeni

d'oeuvres

door prizes

give-a-war

RSVP to 270.762.1381 or 270.762.1102
OT, elnail to grandopening@roora7IrsPitai.
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Dr. Dan Miller looks at photos of
Mason Memorial Hospital that
are on display in the lobby of
his Eighth Street office

14111044.1—

MEDICAL CENTER
Accepting New
Patients... Always!
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270.759.9200
www.PRIMARYCAREMEDCENTER
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Hospital founder's
grandson reflects on
legacy as expansion
prepares to open
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Dr. Dan Miller says he constantly
marvels
at what his grandfather was able
to accomplish when he founded what event
ually
grew into Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
Miller is the grandson of Dr.
William
Herbert Mason. who founded the
first hospital in Murray. When the hospital
was initially began in 1910, medical care
was far
from an established service in the
United
States. although Miller said thing
s started
to change around 1900.
In the early 20th century, there
were no
antibiotics and most medical care
consisted
of home visits or trips to a docto
r's home

office. Miller said. Infant mortality rates
were very high and the treatment for farm
ing injuiies - a common malady
in
Calloway County at the time - was typic
ally draining the wound and allowing it
to
heal. but nothing more complicated than
that. He said the medical field was push
ed
forward by entrepreneurs and physicians
like Mason, who was Miller's grandfathe
r
on his mother's side.
According to Dr. Ruth Cole's history
of
Murray. Mason, Dr. Brent Houston and Dr.
Ben Benjamin Keys should be considered
the founders of the hospital in Murray,
Calloway County. Mason's father
and

See Next Page
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From Page 2
grandfather were also
physicians. Miller said.
When it was founded in
1910. it was called the
Murray Surgical Hospital,
which was later changed to
Mason Memorial Hospital
in 1921 after a building was
constructed in its third location. Mason had purchased
a cottage known as the Dale
Place on what was then
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Page 3
eine degree. Although med- degr
ee in 1911 from his grand
father, his and his
ical schools existed at the Phila
delphia
Woman's grandmother's
tirne, Miller said that much Colle
ge. where she graduat- well as other legacies - as
of what doctors knew about ed
physicians on
summa cum laude. She his rnoth
er's side - inspired
surgical techniques was pract
iced medicine for five Miller to
go to medical
learned by watching other years
with Dr. 1.H. Kellogg, school and
doctors. He said his grand- who
become a doclater became known tor. He
said he had an
father learned a lot from the for
Kellogg brand foods, epiphany
at Ora's funeral in
famous Mayo Brothers. befo
re she moved to 1970. Befo
re that, he had
founders of the Mayo Murr
ay.
considered becoming a
Clinic. Not only did he
Miller said Ora played a lawy
er because he liked to
watch them perform surger- criti
cal role in getting argue,
but he said he felt
ies on his visit, but Miller Murr
ay's nursing school differentl
y after realizing
said he thought they influ- start
ed. The three-year pro- how many
enced him in a variety of gram
lives she
admitted both make touched.
ways. noting that the pond and fema
le students and folThat legacy still brings
in front of the old Mason lowe
d the teaching of the people
to Murray today for
hospital looked similar to Seve
nth Day Adventist medical
care. Miller said
the one in front of the Mayo Chur
ch. Students traveled that when
he started his
Clinic.
to many different continents pract
ice in the early 1980s,
Mason met Ora Kress in after
they graduated to new patie
nts kept coming in
1909 at a Seventh Day serve
the people there.
who didn't live in Murray
Adventist general conferMiller said he never met and he
would ask them why
ence in 1909 at Takoma his
grandfather because he they chos
e to come there.
Park in Washing-ton, D.C. died
in 1941. He said he He was surpr
ised when so
They were married eight could
n't imagine what it many of
them told them
years later in 1917 and must
have been like to be a they were
delivered by his
Miller said she had a great physi
cian paving the way grandmot
her and they had
deal to do with the develop- for
others at a time when always
heard wonderful
ment of the hospital in hospi
tals weren't common- things abou
t the hospital in
Murray. She was born in place
.
Murray.
Flint. Mich., the daughter of
Because of Mason's work
Perhaps he shouldn't have
two physicians. and was in
the early 20th century. been so
surprised, though.
educated
in
England, Murray's health care syst
em He said about 70 percent of
France and Australia. She was
way ahead of surround- his high
school graduating
was first a registered nurse ing
communities, Miller class was
also delivered by
and gained a medical said.
Although he never met

Aug. 23, 1910 with one
patient and one nurse. By
Curd Street, now South 1911, the building and facil
Fourth Street, across from ities were determined to
be
the First Baptist Church. It inadequate. A larger build
was a five-room cottage ing on the comer of Eigh
th
with some attic space and it and Poplar streets known
as
was remodeled to add two the Judge Cook home was
new rooms. One room was purchased.
for sterilizing and the other
Mason - known to his
was for operating. 'The sec- patients simply as "Dr.
ond floor was remodeled to Will" - graduated from
contain 10 rooms.
Vanderbilt University in
The hospital opened (,n i 899 with a doctor of medi-

••••*

"Ensuring Quality in Our Commun
ity!"
GREG TRAVIS Ledger 8. Times
Workers with Midwest Steel Cont
ractors raised an American flag
Wednesday,
June 18. 2008, high into the air
as the final, highest piece of framewor
k was
placed into position atop the five-st
ory expansion project at the Murray-C
alloway
County Hospital in Murray. Acco
rding to Jack Catron. project coordina
tor with
Wehr Constructors. Inc.. of Louisville
. topping out the framework with a flag
is a
tradition with steel workers. Pict
ured are Greg Harns. left, and William
Morris

In Murray Call 753-5976
(270) 737-2224(Elizabethtown,

KY)

',270) 442-4619(Paducah, KY
)
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Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is a non-profit, voluntary, regional medical center. It is an outgrowth of the 65bed William Mason Memorial Hospital that was established in 1910 and served the community until 1947. At
that time, the Murray Hospital Association, Inc., purchased
the Mason Hospital and changed the name to Murray
Hospital. The present hospital facility, renamed MurrayCalloway County Hospital, opened April 1964.
In 1910, the Murray Surgical Hospital was established as
the first medical center in the community. Twenty years
later, ill 1930, the Keys Houston Clinic was built. In 1921,
the Murray Surgical Hospital became the William Mason
Memorial Hospital, followed in 1947 by the merger of that
entity with the hospital. That merger formed the Murray
Hospital Association under the ownership of the City of
Murray. In 1964, the MCCH Public Hospital Corporation
was established with ownership jointly held by the City of
Murray and County of Calloway. This venture resulted in
the construction of today's existing hospital. July 1987
marked the opening of the new entrance for the hospital
located on Poplar Street with the new structure housing
administration offices, patient admitting services, the physical therapy department and the outpatient surgery center.
The following is a timeline that will appear on a wall of
the new wing.

1910 — 1929
Dr. Will Mason started the Hospital in 1910 as the
Murray Surgical Hospital, which was established as the
first medical center in the community. The first building
was a five-room cottage, which was re-modeled, furnishing
some attic space for patients and adding two other rooms
for sterilizing and operating rooms. It was opened August
23, 1910, with one patient and one nurse and located on
South 4th Street across from First Baptist Church.
The first patient was admitted for an abdominal operation. On the second day another patient was received for an
appendectomy. The work continued and in the summer of
1911 the building and facilities were found inadequate.
A larger building was purchased and three physicians
associated themselves together for doing surgical work and
the hospital was used for surgical cases only. A grandthree-story brick residence on seven acres was purchased.
This new facility was where the Convalescent Division
now stands. Murray Hospital was acclaimed throughout the
area and by 1921 had more than 1,000 admissions. Again
in 1925 the hospital was enlarged to care for its numerous
patients and was deemed as one of the best in Kentucky.
Room was adequate for 75 patients and each department
well equipped in modern and efficient appliances.

1930 - 1949
On Sunday, February 18, 1935, Mason Memorial
Hospital was destroyed by a fire that onginated in the basement of the hospital, at about 5:30 a.m. It leaped to the
third floor by way of a clothes chute, and spread quickly on
the upper floor. The alarm was sounded by a patient, and a
number of them were able to descend the stairs. The rescue
of all 42 patients was accomplished by heroic work of the
staff physicians and nurses. Loss on the building and
equipment was estimated from $175,000 to $250,000.
The hospital grounds were quickly crowded with people,
and here and there lay patients who had been removed on
bedding and wrapped in bedclothes. The homes of Murray
citizens were opened to patients, and cars and ambulances
hurried the patients to shelter.
After the fire, only the brick side-walls remained of the
65-patient capacity hospital, one of the highest-rated institutions of its sort in this section. Thc nurses' home and the
one-room office used by Dr. William Mason. president,
which adjoined the hospital on the grounds was saved from
the tlames.
Dr. William H. Mason, founder of the institution, rebuilt
the hospital as a memorial to his father and grandfather.
both medical men.
In the month of November 1935, work was begun in
clearing away the debris and preparations for rebuilding
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the hospital. 'The new hospital was 200 feet in length from
north to south and 96 feet form east to west. Patients were
moved into the new Mason Memorial Hospital on New
Year's Day in 1936.
The institution was said to maintain the only nurses'
training school for both male and female nurses in
Kentucky. The Mason Hospital's nurses home was located
only a few yards from the hospital and was home for the
students from all lover the country who came to attend the
three year training school.
The Mason Hospital nurses' school was one of a few to
accept male as well as female students. This gained particular importance in the 1940's when World War II was
depleting the country's supply of male nurses.
The new Mason Memorial Hospital consisted of an
obstetrical department and two operating rooms. The new
hospital building also housed a lobby, chapel, library, six
doctors' offices, X-Ray, laboratory, business offices, two
operating rooms, sterilizing room, a delivery room, nursery
and patients' rooms with l02 beds. When, in the future the
third floor has been completed, the hospital will have a
capacity of 150 beds. In addition, it is planned to install in
the kitchen. modern dish washing and vegetable peeling
machinery. A neat dining room was arranged for the nurses
and helps of the institution. Also installed was an automatic sprinkler system and electric fire alarm in order to safeguard the life of the patient.
The hospital family of doctors. nurses arid helpers, was

made up at present of about 40 members. At the time, there tory and x-ray examinatio
ns. There were approximately
were six doctors, 12 registered nurses and 13 student nurs- 145 employees with
15 physicians on staff.
es; also dean of nurses, housekeeper, chef, anti caretaker.
In 1960 the city and county voters approved a special tax
During 1947. Mason Memorial Hospital was purchased to raise funds for constructi
on of a new $1.5 million hospiby the Mun-ay Hospital Association, Inc, and changed the tal to replace the overcrowded building. Ground was broname to Murray Hospital. The Masons then made the hos- ken for the new
facility in September 1962, and construcpital available to the public in 1947, calling it the Murray tion was completed
in the spring of 1964. In April of 1964,
Hospital.
the hospital was renamed Murray-Calloway County
Dr. Bert W. Caldwell, Executive Secretary of the Hospital, following
construction of the present facility, and
American Hospital Association wrote to Dr. Will H Mason: the Mason Hospital
was converted into a Convalescent
"I want you to know how much we sympathize with you Care division for chronicall
y ill or aged patients. The 80in the loss of your hospital by fire and how much we want bed hospital was built
so that capacity could be increased
to cooperate with you to help you in your new venture. I to 100 beds by adding
furniture to certain rooms.
hope that from the ashes of this hospital a new one will rise
The hospital was turned over to the city of Murray. and
that will be a moument not only to you personally but to the county of Calloway
for direct responsibility of all assets,
fine services which you and your institution have rendered real estate, and
tangible properties.
your community so many years."
The new hospital facility was modern with complete airconditioning and a two-way nurse communication system.
E,ach room had a telephone and private bathroom. The beds
1950 - 1969
were all equipped with side rails for safety and oxygen was
piped in to every patient room, as well as delivery rooms,
Murray Hospital continued to grow and the average per operating rooms emergency
and recovery rooms. The
cent occupancy rose until in the early 1960s. As many as 93 recovery room was
a new unit in the hospital where
patients were provided for in the 65-bed hospital. Rooms patients received intensive
care following surgery, deliverdesigned for one patient often had to accomodate two and ies or operations
having required anesthesia. Patients
rooms designed for two patients often had to hold three or remained just a few
hours following surgical procedure. An
more. Approximately 100 surgical procedures were perfortned each month along with hundreds of routine laboraSee Next Page
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open house was held on Saturday, April 25. 1964 with a
formal dedication that followed on Sunday.
Almost 30,000 patients were discharged from the institution each year and approximately 600 babies were delivered in an average year. There were approximately 100 surgical procedures perfornied each month, both of a minor
and major nature. Hundreds of laboratory and X-Ray
examinations were performed each month.

1970 - 1989
In 1972, a brief groundbreaking ceremony marked the
beginning of construction on the 48,bed addition to the
present facility. MCCH added 34 acute care beds and a new
laboratory.
In 1974, a larger, better-equipped Physical 'Therapy
Department became a reality when the old laboratory was
remodeled to allow Physical Therapy to expand and install
new more modem equipment. A new pelvic traction table
was on hand for the treatment of low back injuries, as well
as the installation of parallel bars, two whirlpools, and a
mat platform for stroke and spinal patients. Also, in 1974,
MCCH in cooperation with the Murray conununity established a volunteer blood donor club program.

In addition. several doctors' offices were moved into the
building when the Houston-McDevitt Clinic burned in
1976.
In October of 1977, there were 616 Admissions, 246
Operations, 59 Deliveries. and 928 Emergencies.
In 1978, the hospital built a $1.75 million professional
office building known as the Medical Arts Building East
Wing. This facility consisted of a three-core floor and was
built to accommodate 20 physicians along with commercial
space. The building was planned to be self-sustaining with
income from the physicians and commercial space for the
indeptedness.
Also in 1978 a Three-Part $8.3 million project begin.
Phase one. which was finished in 1978 included ttie addition of a one-story administration wing, which allowed
expansion of the lobby and business office and relocation
of the medical records department. A three-story addition
of 35 acute care beds and 40 long-term care beds, which
also housed the purchasing. maintenance, laundry, pathology and housekeeping departments was also included. Other
portions of phase one were a new 120-seat cafeteria and
expanded kitchen.
Phase Two. in progress during 1979 and 1980, included a
one-story wing on the on the northeast side of the building
to house a six-room surgery suite, a relocated and expanded x-ray department, a six-room emergency and outpatient
area and a renovated pharrnacy.

Phase Three was predominantly the remodeling of the
original structure which included a new physical and respiratory therapy departments and the re-location of an educational unit that included medical and patient libraries.
In 1980, a multi million-dollar construction program
added extended acute-care beds and included extensive
renovation and expansion of ancillary facilities.
In 1979, MCCH new Outpatient Laboratory opened.
In 1981, Blood Bank receives two-year accreditation by
the American Association of Blood Banks. Accreditation
follows an intensive on-site inspection by specially trained
representatives.
In 1982, three facilities were dedicated for two local families:
William Mason Medical Arts Building — Dr. William
Herbert Mason and Dr. Ora K. Mason
Long Term Care Unit — Hugh L. Houston Long Term
Care Unit
Houston Memorial Library — Dr. and Mrs. Hal E
Houston Jr. (re-dedicated)
In 1983, MCCH wrote a letter of intent to plan for the
addition of home health services.
In 1984, MCCH began offering 24-hour emergency roorr
staffed by physicians.
In 1985. MCCH constructed a new unit on the second

See Page 8
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floor of the east wing. The 4,000 square foot area was completed to house a new. up-to-date, unit equipped for the
care of both coronary and intensive care patients. Dr.
Russell Howard was hireA:1 as the first cardiologist for the
hospital. Howard, a native Murrayan and former member
of the medical staff, completed a two-year fellowship in the
study of cardiology at Northwestern Hospital in Chicago.
The new coronary and intensive care unit had capacity for
eight patients, as compared with six previously used. It was
constructed in a "horseshoe" arrangement around a centralized nursing station. Nearby facilities for 10 patients in
sub-intensive care, or a "step-down" unit was also built.
Also included was a conference room and special procedures room.
In 1987, another major expansion project moved the
main entrance from the south side of the hospital to the
north side facing Poplar Street. The opening of this facility
separated the new Outpatient Surgery Center from the
other inpatient services. In addition, the Outpatient Surgery
Center included administrative offices, admitting and a
new Physical Therapy Department. MCCH also opened an
outpatient oncology unit during 1987.
In 1988, the West Wing of the Medical Arts Building was
completed.

lab
• Remodeling and expansion of Medical Records
1990 - 2000
In 1998, a fully accredited, on-site childcare center was
completed for children and grandchildren of MCCH and
In 1991, MCCH activated a smoke-free policy - the poli- West
View employees.
cy was modified to allow those patients in a private and
MCCH expands its medical facilities with the addition of
under the prescription of a physician to be able to smoke, a
new Cancer Treatment Center. The new center, located on
in addition to terminally ill patients. All hospital employees 9th
Street, would cover 5,500 square feet and house a stateand visitors were allowed to smoke on the terrace. Also, in
of-the-art Linear Accelerator radiation treatment machine.
1991, the hospital purchased the West View Nursing Home. A
freestanding Regional Cancer Center with full-time radiIn 1992, MCCH rates rose 7.3 percent under a budget ation
and medical oncologists was completed in 1999 on
approved by the Board.
the hospital campus.
In 1992, MCCH continued with another expansion that
would cost almost S5 million. The expansion was completed in two phases. The first phase would be on the west side
2000 - 2009
of the hospital and would include:
• New Outpatient Entrance and new Outpatient Surgery
In 2001, the Center for Diabetes was opened. The new
Center
Center for Diabetes now provides a wealth of support for
inpatient and outpatient diabetes care. In 2002, Shared
• New Cardiac Rehab Dept.
•New purchasing, housekeeping and maintenance offices Care, an adult care program, was opened in Marshall
County. At the facility elderly citizens have a variety of
The Second Phase included:
activities including crafts, exercises, games and pet thera• Hospital lab moving into previous outpatient area
py. Also, The Center for Sleep Studies was opened in 2002
• Expansion of the X-Ray department for nuclear medi- answering the needs of our patients.
In 2006, Spring Creek Health Care opened its new addicine, ultrasound, X-Ray film storage, and clerical space
tion. The new skilled nursing and rehab center along with
• New drive through for mobile MRI van
• Extensive remodeling in cafeteria, in surgery, and old
See Next Page
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the current facility houses 226 beds, a new
dining area, and the latest in rehab facilities. The facility is state-of-the art and was
built in response to our growing Long Terrn
Care Division. $4.2 million.
MCCH installed Digital Mammography
and hosted an open house on Wednesday,
Oct. 4, 2006.
MCCH began offering a new advanced
64-slice CT scanner able to diagnose certain diseases earlier. The new Brilliance CT
Scanner from Phillips Medical Systems
featured advanced technology that produces split-second high quality images,
permitting doctors to see more anatomical
detail in a fraction of the time needed for
other tests.
MCCH Offers Patient Room Service.
Patients were given the opportunity to
select room service and choose a meal of
their choice in 2006 when the hospital
began offering patient room service. The
same year, new computer-assisted total
joint replacement technology became available. Computer-assisted surgery uses a
computer system, cameras, software, specialized surgical instruments. and physician
training to help surgeons align the patient's
bones and joint implants with a degree of
accuracy not possible with the ,iaked eye.
In February 2007, the New Women's
Pavilion (New labor, delivery, recovery

unit, nursery) MCCH named the Labor and
Delivery unit in honor of Dr. Conrad Jones
for his many years of service and dedication. The new Women's Pavilion included
Labor and Delivery rooms, a C-section
room, Postpartum rooms, in addition to a
state-of-the art nursery, women's diagnostics, and a women's post-surgical area.
In August 2007, the Acute Rehabilitation
Unit opened.
In 2008, MCCH begin the Building
Better Healthcare Charitable Giving
Campaign, later established as a 501 (c)(3)
in 2009 and known as the MurrayCalloway Endowment for Healthcare. The
Endowment will support an equipment
fund, Residential Hospice House, and Rural
Physician Education Program. The same
year, the new services of Bariatric
Solutions and Fast Track were offered. In
2009, Dr. Brian Swain perfonned singleincision gall bladder removal.
The Regional Cancer Center receieved
accreditation and construction continued on
the 158,000 square-foot expansion known
as the South Tower. which was planned to
re-locate the Emergency Department.
Critical Care Unit, Progressive Care Unit,
Pathology
Department,
Radiology
Department, CardioPulmonary Department
and Inpatient and Outpatient Surgery to the
new facility. It would also include 56 new
patient rooms on the fourth and fifth floors.
Finally, in March 2010, the South Tower
was ready to open.
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300 S. 8th St. • Murray • 759-4000
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Gregg Bolt of Louisville. an employee of TriangIe Sheet Metal,
works on the Interior of the Murray-calloway County Hospital's 158,000 squarefoot expansion
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1029 Medical Center Circ. • Mayfield • 251-4575
Monte Finch, D.O., Anita Torok, M.D. and Ruben Cuadrad
o, M.D
Welcoming Dr. Shane Hendon in August 2010.
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Dr. Jones celebrates 60th
year of service at hospital
By KYSER LOUGH
Statf Writer
With the hundred-year
celebration of MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
one doctor is celebrating his
own 60th year in service at
MCCH. Dr. Conrad Jones
came to Murray in January
of 1950 to work in obstetrics and gynecology and
while he doesn't deliver
babies today, he stays active
in the life of the hospital.
Originally from Murray,
Jones left as a Murray State
University graduate and
enrolled at the University of
Louisville Medical School.
He was interested in obstetrics after watching and
sometimes assisting with
home deliveries that his
father would do. In medical
school. that interest turned

Dr. Conrad Jones

Medical Arts Pharmacy

into a passion that he pursued.
"We had home deliveries
in training in Louisville and
when I was a senior student
we would rotate out in
homes," he said. "After the
delivery we would give
written reports on what
went on ... it kind of got in
my blood, I enjoyed it."
Upon graduation and
completion of his internship
and residency, he spent a
two-year tour in the Arrny
before returning to Murray
in 1949 to work in the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
To him, it was obvious
where he wanted to live.
"I was born and raised
here in Calloway County,
my dad practiced medicine
in Lynn Grove and with the
Houston Clinic for a few
years, so I had attachments
here," he said. "When I
went t3 medical school
there was no question in my

mind where I was going to
practice and that was to be
in Calloway County."
The decision to come
back to Murray was one he
wanted to be long-term,
despite offers from practices in other areas like St.
Louis, Louisville and El
Paso, Texas. Jones said he
came back to stay.
Jones' arrival in Murray
came just as home delivery
was being phased out as a
new delivery suite was
established
at
Mason
Hospital.
"Interestingly, the price of
rooms back then were six
dollars. People who would
have a baby would stay
close to a week in the hospital," Jones said.
In the suite, there was
only one delivery room and
a surgery room that could
double for a delivery room
if necessary, Jones said. He
said he remembers when

the doctors pooled their
money to purchase two air
conditioning units for the
rooms to make things more
comfortable.
Since then, Jones has
watched and participated in
the growth and expansion
of MCCH, including the
opening of the Dr. Conrad
Jones Women's Pavilion in
2007. During his inany
years of delivering, he said
he has signed close to
10,000 birth certificates and
helped with many more
deliveries beyond that.
"I've delivered children
from children that I have
delivered," he said. "It's
been a lovely time and fulfillment in life because I
came with the goal to try
and improve and continue
to create an improvement in
the area of obstetrics in this
area and I think that has
been done."
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t3REG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times
Lori Morns, an out-patient surgery nurse at the Murray-Callowa
y County Hospital
in Murray, signed one of the pieces of steel framework Thursda
y, July 17. 2008,
that was being used in the hospital's 158,000 square-foot expansi
on project. Keith
Bailey. CEO at the hospital, said the "signing of the steel" commem
orates a milestone in the progress of the hospital's building project.
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital officials
GREG TRAVIS
were joined by staff and community dignitar
Ledger & Times
ies at a groundbreaking Friday, Nov. 9,
soon start on the muth-million ciollar 158,00
2007. Construction would
0 square-toot addttion.

Congratulations!
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and the communities it serves

Lt.(

(o-r3;
Dr. Matthew Price
Dr. Corey Forester

We are committed to continue working with
Murray-Calloway to provide the most advanced
medical technology available.
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